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Thesis Writing Trends of Graduates in Far Western University
Jnanu Raj Paudel
Bal Mukunda Bhandari, PhD
Abstract
Thesis writing as a form of academic writing is a substantial task that requires a serious effort. The whole
product of thesis results from the combination of diverse factors ranging from availability of resources,
supervisory feedback, institutional provisions, prolong engagement. This study examines thesis writing trends
of graduates including the students' areas of study, supervisors' and students' perspectives on process and
problems. The study drew on the Key Informant Interview (KII) with five supervisors and five graduate thesis
students of Far Western University. The analysis information revealed that the students have the trend of
conducting survey, experimental, and descriptive studies. Students get supervisory feedback that is not
comprehensive and sufficient. Resource constraints, prolong engagement, superficial advisory feedback are
the common problems derived from the study, based on the findings, it is advisable to recommend that
community of practice among supervisors and peers can be initiated to strengthen their writing skill through
sharing and commenting.
Key words: thesis writing, supervisory feedback, students' perspective, key informantiInterview (KII), thesis
trend, insufficient logistic, community of practice.
Introduction
The students attending university education usually require the writing of thesis or dissertation as a
part of their course. Generally speaking, the terms ‘dissertation’ and ‘thesis’ are used interchangeably to refer
to a research submitted to get an advanced degree. They are submitted as a requirement for fulfilling a master
or doctorate degree. To be specific, the students submit a dissertation to obtain a master degree while
obtaining Ph.D. entails the students to submit a thesis. This distinction is based on the British academic
institutions while in the American institutions the converse is true (Paltridge & Starfield, 2007). In this article,
we use the term thesis to refer to the research report prepared at the master's level. The aim of this course is to
furnish graduates with the practical skills of research work and writing in different areas. They are expected to
learn about theoretical aspects, research methodology, implications and specific disciplinary requirements.
Thesis writing requires many serious efforts to tackle with a problem or series of problems in the
student's area of study. Master's students express their experience the whole process writing by using the
metaphor the 'matter of mystery and tough writing' (Roka, 2018), a hard nut to crack (Rai, 2018). The research
studies reporting the students' experiences have revealed that the task of writing thesis is daunting due to lack
of sufficient experience (Li et al, 2017), limited knowledge of thesis requirements (Bitchener et al., 2010),
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critical and analytical expertise (Karn, 2009) lack of proper supervisory feedback and communication gap
between the supervisor and the researcher (Neupane Bastola, 2020; Neupane Bastola & Hu, 2020). In the
same line, students in their beginning stage of writing thesis do not understand the gravity of such a high level
of academic activity (Karn, 2009) and seek the product without going into the process. This has led to the
situation where critiques question about the quality and standard of the written work.
In one hand, supervisors blame the thesis students for not being serious on the task, not reading much
on the area study, not consulting during the writing process so on. They conceive supervisors as the topic
providers that easy and less time taking. They try to persuade the supervisors for quick complementation of
the formality and without 'missing the opportunity of getting employment' (Karn, 2009, p. 63). The students
do not like to conduct the study in new and innovative area of study; they prefer the study on very familiar and
previously conducted area, they reproduce the thesis within a couple of weeks and come up with the final draft
by compiling texts from various sources, are the common discourses among the supervisors. Contrary to this,
from the students' perspective thesis writing 'equals or outweighs the energy they spend during their whole
studies' (Sadeghi &Khajepasha, 2015, p. 357). They bewilder in the technicalities of writing thesis in case they
are not given sincere supervisory guidance and feedback. Thesis writing is optional in some Universities, and
students choose to write thesis not because it develops practical research and writing skill but because they can
get good marks. They conceive it as the mark fetching subject. However, in many universities, it is mandatory
to defense the thesis to get graduate degree.
In this backdrop, this article is an attempt to uncover the trends in writing thesis among graduates of
Far Western University. We aimed at identifying the problems faced by both supervisors and students before,
during and after thesis writing journey. We endeavor to seek the possible ways out to make the process easy,
engaging and pleasant.
Previous Research
Thesis writing is a higher-level academic activity. On time completion of the thesis work and its
quality depends on the three factors: institutional resources, supervisory feedback and student engagement.
'Limited access to required resources', 'lack of academic writing instruction'(Neupane Bastola, 2020) library
resources of the institution and its availability, proper orientation to the students, lack of mechanism to check
the quality standard of writing (for example plagiarism) are reported as the institutional problems. Structural
variation (from institution to institution and even from professor to professor in the same department of the
same institution) also creates confusion among the students (Gustavii, 2008). Similarly, supervisory role
another key element to determine the quality of the work.
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The available literature in this regard, shows that a good number of studies have been conducted
worldwide on supervision and thesis writing challenges. A study by Mapolisa and Mafa (2011) revealed that
the students face problems in sorting out the research topic and developing proposal. Similar experience was
revealed in the study by Karn (2009) in Nepali University. Students wander in seeking the topic for several
months and expect supervisors to give them easy topic. He scrutinized students’ misconceptions and
negligence against depth and requisites of the thesis writing. Besides this, he also specified the expected
responsibilities of supervisors and researchers.
Supervisory feedback is crucial to socialize students into academic discourse (Kumar & Stracke,
2007); scaffolds for independent learning (Bitchener et al, 2010) resulting the timely completion of the task
(Basturkmen, et al. 2014). In the study by Kumar and Stracke (2007) identified referential, directive and
expressive functions of supervisory feedback. Expressive feedbacks (i.e. praise, criticism and opinion) were
reported most beneficial and stimulating for further exploration. In another study, Basturkmen et al. (2014)
found that comments on linguistic accuracy and appropriateness outnumbered those on content, requirement
and organization. The supervisors mainly center on the language editing rather than other detail analysis of the
content. Neupane Bastola and Hu (2020) in their study of supervisory feedback in Nepali University showed
that skillful supportive and encouraging supervision increases students chances of success. However, 'the
students' expectations were largely unmet' (p. 14). In resource limited educational context like Nepal, students
expected informative feedbacks on content, language and organization from their as they have difficulties in
locating and getting access to relevant literature. The study revealed that only a small number of students were
fortunate to receive such support.
The previous studies on the students' perspective reveals that students have insurmountable problems
in thesis writing. Students most often found worried about the thesis title; struggle in selecting research topic,
and request their supervisors, professors and seniors (Bhattarai, 2009; Karn, 2009; Bhandari, 2015). Bhandari
(2015) suggests some sources from which thesis titles come, viz. problem, curiosity, disagreement, course of
study and previous works in the related field. Komba (2015) investigated the challenges of writing thesis
among post graduate students of Tanzanian universities and reported the finding indicating the majority of
candidates having challenges in writing all chapters of their research report. The challenges included lack of
academic writing skill and organization of the chapters. Based on the research he recommended to review the
research method course in terms of content and teaching approaches.
The students' reflection on this writing reveal the diverse areas of challenge and pleasures during the
process. Roka (2018) reflected that it was the toughest part of study and distressing activity in the beginning.
She experienced fear and dilemma in the initial stage, however, the rigorous engagement made the journey
easy and pleasing. She interpreted thesis writing as a big learning opportunity. In the same vein, Rai (2018)
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found the task stressful and realized that it was beyond her reach. She wandered in the dream of finding out
the suitable topic first few months of the journey like a crow in the fog. However, she experienced it as the
next step of learning. To become an academic writer, it requires patience, creativity criticality and continuous
engagement (Ghimire, 2018; Rai, 2018). These reflections of thesis writers revealed that being unfamiliar with
the technicalities of thesis work is main source of difficulty. If one follows the step wise procedure
systematically, the pain is converted into pleasure. The literature review reveals research gaps on thesis
writing trends in Far Western University. First, previous studies have examined the supervisory feedbacks,
problems and challenges in doctoral thesis writing, a small of number of studies have addressed the students'
perspective on thesis writing at graduate level. Secondly, trend analysis of thesis is not much explored area of
study. Thus, this study was guided by the research questions; i) In which area of study and design do students
choose for thesis writing? ii) what are the common problems that the supervisors and students face during the
process? iii) how can we envision the solutions for the problems?
Context and Participants
We conducted this study at the Central Department of Education of Far Western University. The
participants were the students of Master of Education (M. Ed.) Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL) and their supervisors. Far western University was established in 2010 and came into
operation in 2011. The university launched graduate programs in 2014 under the faculty of Education (
https://edusanjal.com/university/far-western-university). The first batch of students completed their program
in 2016 and became eligible for thesis writing. The four semester (two year) program requires the students a
six- credit thesis in last semester. A thesis is typically supervised by a single faculty member and evaluated by
a Research Evaluation and Approval Committee composed of Head of the Department, an external supervisor
and the thesis supervisor. By 2020, thirty-seven students have completed their thesis (Department of
Education Minute, 2020).
For this study, at first, we analyzed all thirty-seven theses to identify the areas of their thesis work.
Secondly, we chose five students who have already defended the final viva at the time of information
collection. The selection of the informants was purposive with the assumption that they are rich in the
information required to achieve the objectives. Thirdly, we selected five lecturers who have been involved in
thesis supervision under the Faculty of Education, TESOL. We employed document study and in depth
interview as the tools of information collection. All the participants (five students and five supervisors) were
interviewed in natural setting according to their convenience. Each interview lasted for about 30 minutes and
audio recorded. We maintained the ethical standard of the study by informing about the study, their voluntary
participation and confidentiality as suggested in Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2011, pp 77-79). We
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triangulated the information derived from document study and interview and used thematic network approach
to present the results and discussions.
Results and Discussions
Based on the information collected through thesis analysis and interview, we have drawn the results
and in three different themes.
Thesis Trend
The trend analysis of the graduate thesis in the university vividly shows that they preferred the area of
content rather than the issue. A big number of theses have been accomplished in perception/attitude of
teachers and students on content area of English Language Teaching (i.e. error analysis, ICT, learner
autonomy, post method pedagogy, communicative language teaching). Secondly, students were found
interested in proficiency study. A good number of studies are about the learner's proficiency measurement (for
example proficiency in essay writing, letter writing, using model verbs, reported speech). There seems the
thread of connection between the previous proficiency in essay writing and letter writing. Students in their
interview also reported that they base their thesis on previous similar studies. Very few studies are conducted
in the area of language testing, discourse analysis and pragmatics.
The analysis of research trends of M.Ed. TESOL students from 2016 to 2020 (total no. of 37 theses)
indicates that majority of the students have chosen survey design as the methodology. Likewise, they have not
indicated explicitly about the approach (qualitative and quantitative approach) and found not much familiar
with this aspect. The descriptive statistics have been used for some numerical data, however, they lack
relevant interpretation. Presentation of data on the table and diagram is very common among almost all the
works. No any studies have been found in ethnographic, narrative enquiry and auto- ethnographic design
under qualitative approach. On the other hand, experimental research design has been abundantly employed by
the researchers under quantitative approach, however, they lack conceptual clarity on the process followed in
experimental and quasi- experimental research. They have presented couple of paragraphs describing the
design and steps to be followed giving reference of scholars, however, the analysis and interpretation does not
match with the theoretical orientation. The study of theses in consequent years also reveals the minor changes
in the title; and it cannot be denied that there is reproduction of works previously done in other universities
with slight modification. The graduate research is expected to add something new and innovative in the
existing body of knowledge, however no convincing and justifiable evidences besides some exceptional case
have been observed in the study.
Supervisors' Perspectives
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We have also attempted to seek supervisors' perspectives on their students' thesis writing process. The
Key Informant Interview (KII) was conducted to get the in depth ideas on the procedures adopted in thesis
writing and problems that supervisors and students face. All together six faculties have been involved in
supervising the thesis and have five to fifteen years of teaching experience in undergraduate and graduate
levels. While having an in depth interview, we particularly focused on how students engage in writing; how
they conceive supervisory feedback; how well they are equipped with the logistics needed for writing
(university resources and their own personal possession such as laptop); and how we can ensure the quality of
thesis work in the university.
Thesis Writing as an Extra Academic Burden
The thesis writing is perceived as the higher level of academic activity, however, the students in the
research site take it as the extra academic burden. The faculties have reported the experience that the students
have complained for making thesis writing a mandatory course. Large majority of students get engaged in job
after attending the fourth semester examination. Only very few students get fully engaged in thesis writing
with sincerity. When they need the certificate in their workplace, they feel compelled for producing the thesis.
They rush to the university.
Students consult their supervisor in the eleventh hour with some tentative title and seek
approval for the study. They face proposal viva and get lost for few months. During these
months they neither meet nor call for the supervisory feedback. After few months they come up
with the final draft and request for the final viva. Interview Excerpt Supervisor I
It implies that students are not sincere about thesis writing and take it as the formality to validate their
academic degree. The surficial engagement and considering it as the product has resulted the low quality of
the thesis work. More importantly, the thesis students do not prefer to adopt the formal and systematic process.
The Department organizes the thesis writing orientation each year with the aim of orienting them in
technicalities of thesis writing process, but very few students do participate, others remain absent with some
pretention. The university in not able the bring strict rule to bring them in the system.
Supervisory feedback
The quality of the thesis work also depends on the relationship between the researcher and his/her supervisor.
The more they collaborate and share, the higher the assurance of quality in the output. The supervisors in the
interview admitted the importance of both oral and written feedback to strengthen students' writing. Being
reserved in proving comments on the piece of writing may deprive the students from being accessed to first
hand resource. One of the supervisor articulates:
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I believe in collaboration for better outcome. I see the draft thoroughly and give feedback on
content, language and required essential resources. I mainly focus on the originality of the
work and suggest the if there is insufficient resource on the area. I want them to develop the
ideas of their own. However, the students do not like the feedbacks on bullet points; rather they
prefer more elaborative comments. Some students get scared with comments and address
accordingly while some others get hurt… Interview Excerpt Supervisor III
The supervisors reported that they not only suggest for further improvement but also they guide for the
resources as far as possible. Those who receive the feedback positively and work on it accordingly,
they produce the acceptable thesis for the final presentation. More focus is reported to have given in
the structural consistency as prescribed by the department. Then only they look at the content,
language, research methodology, gap and referencing.
Insufficient logistic support
Majority of key informants of the study revealed the logistic constraint in the entire process of
thesis writing. Both the students and supervisors have been facing the problem of sufficient logistics
(i.e. e- library, easy access to international impact factor journal articles, theses and dissertations of
other universities, broad band internet in department premise). Revealing lack of basic logistics
required during thesis writing, a supervisor remarks:
Thesis writing students in our department rarely possess a desktop or laptop. They entirely
depend on Tying Centers technical support. The centers not only support them in typing and
binding but also in structure setting and language editing. Interview Excerpt Supervisor II
This narrative indicates that the poorly equipped thesis students depend to those who are not
even passed secondary level examination. This may lead to the situation of massive copy, paste and
reproduction by side cornering the creativity, criticality and innovative ideas. Furthermore, the
university has not developed any mechanism to discourage the chances of academic dishonesty in
students' manuscript. Moreover, it cannot be denied that the supervisors also do not have easy access to
some required resources. They admit the problem of resource constraints and want the university to
subscribe online data source that is not possible individually.
Students' Perspective
We also sought students' perspective on diverse aspects of thesis writing by analyzing the
information gathered through KII being focused overall process of thesis writing. The following the
key themes based on the experiences shared by the students:
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A large majority of participants agreed that they have struggled for identifying the problem and
finalizing the topic. They shared the experience that it is not as difficult as it was said by the seniors. A
graduate admits:
The most difficult phase of thesis writing is finalizing the title. I wandered for three months in
search of title. I decided the title amidst the dilemma between entirely new area (less explored,)
or the areas in which studies have been conducted under other universities or in other
countries. If I chose the first, seniors have scared saying I would suffer for literature review
and relevant resources. And if I chose the second option, the supervisors would question about
the reproduction. Interview Excerpt student II
This excerpt indicates that the students are well familiar with the trend and do not like to linger
on the process for long. The process that follows the title selection according to them is easy going.
They do not bother to choose very new area of study with the fear of not getting resource materials
easily. The university resource constraint is the key factor behind the students not selecting new and
emerging area of study. The library of the university is centered on the making textbooks available to
students ignoring the importance of research journals for academic excellence.
In response to the supervisors support and collaboration, the students had common voice. Due
to the busy schedule of faculty members, the students are not getting comprehensive feedback on time.
However, it cannot be denied that thesis students are busier in the sense that they plan to accomplish
the entire process within a couple of weeks or months during the vacation at their work place. The
supervisors do not have much time to read the draft in deep, therefore, they provide the feedback on
the general impression. As one thesis student said:
For my supervisor, it merely took 20 minutes to edit my draft. She turned the pages quickly and
wrote four bullets: maintain the organization, revisit the language for ensure the language
accuracy, check the references, submit the final to the department. Interview Excerpt Student V
Moreover, the students also admitted that not having personal computer or laptop has further
lagged them behind. It has hampered them in searching the resources in one hand and writing and
editing in one's own pace.
Conclusion
Thesis writing is a higher-level academic activity. Everyone who wants to be awarded with the
graduate degree need to accomplish. It is not the activity that can be completed over night; rather one has to
pass the long and rigorous process. The quality of the thesis can be assured only when the associated issues are
taken into consideration. In this back drop, this study attempted to examine the areas and design of the
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students' thesis. We also explored how teachers and students perceive supervisory feedback along with its
overall impacts on the quality of thesis. Moreover, the article also focused on perceived problems from both
students' and supervisors' perspective. Thesis writing students are compelled to limit themselves within
traditional content area because of resource constraints. However, supervisors ' perspective highlights
students lack of seriousness, rigorous involvement, lack of reading culture, insufficient

logistic support as

the problems in the overall process.
Large number of students of TESOL are still struggling with thesis writing leaving adverse impacts
in graduation rate of University. Institutional provision is required for creating a community of practice among
research students. That platform can trace and monitor the students' progress in the journey. The supervisory
feedback and comments from peers in the platform can push towards activism and engagement for prolific
achievement. Moreover, it is vital to help students to transform students' misconception of thesis and
empower them with academic English. This study is beyond its limitation in terms of area focused, design,
mode of data collection and analysis. Therefore, we see the prospect of further research in the same area by
employing narrative enquiry and auto-ethnography.
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Abstract
This paper reports a study exploring the professional development opportunities and challenges experienced
by teachers from public school teachers in Nepal. This study is undertaken through a mixed method approach
among teachers from six districts of the country. A survey questionnaire is administered among 385 teachers
along with focus group discussions with teachers not participated in the survey. Teacher professional
development opportunities are found under five major categories: TPD training, exposure visit,
mobile/reflection meeting, mentoring/coaching/face-to-face support, and self-learning initiatives. Similarly,
major barriers for professional development opportunities include lack of refresher training opportunity, lack
of opportunity for exposure visit, lack of self-learning resources and ICT support, lack of teaching materials
and other support, lack of post-training support for the transfer of learning and lack of opportunity to
participate in training. This study draws implications in the areas of collaborative and exploratory teacher
research, teacher change and learning model of TPD, involvement of parents in TPD and increased head
teachers’ role for creating the professional development opportunities for teachers.
Keywords: teacher professional development (TPD), teacher training, teacher development, Nepal
Introduction
Teacher Professional Development (TPD) has been a dominant educational reform approach towards
engaging teachers in contributing to improve quality of education. While focusing on teachers’
professionalism, a TPD approach pays attention to providing teachers with opportunities to participate in
training and other relevant activities towards strengthening their knowledge and skills for improved classroom
teaching which eventually is expected to support student learning. Considering teachers as key agents to
improve students’ learning achievement (e.g., Carey, 2004), TPD policies and practices in Nepal are designed
to support teachers to use an innovative and learner-centered approach in teaching to help students improve
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their learning achievement. The key assumption behind TPD is that investment in teacher professional
development contributes to enhanced students’ learning.
Yet, students’ learning outcome is just one aspect of professional development programs, Gueskey
(2002) focuses on three dimensions of TPD programs: teachers’ classroom practices, their attitudes and beliefs
and students’ learning outcomes. Although, in most cases, TPD programs are assessed in terms of students
learning outcomes, changes in teachers’ pedagogical practices and belief systems are equally important for
understanding the effectiveness of TPD programs. While these three changes are theoretically interconnected,
studies have shown that TPD inputs may not always result in improved learning outcome and effective
classroom practices (see Cohen & Hill, 2000). How teachers perceive teaching profession in general and how
motivated they are towards implementing knowledge into practice impact on the relevance and effectiveness
of TPD. As Priestley, Biesta and Robinson (2015) claim, although teacher agency is critical in teacher
professional development, the belief system that teachers bring into profession plays a critical role in shaping
teacher professional development. More importantly, what draws teachers into teaching profession and how
they keep themselves motivated in exploring innovative ideas to change their pedagogical practices are critical
in understanding the effectiveness of TPD.
In Nepal, the practice of continuous professional development (CPD), particularly teacher training, began
in the early 1970s (CERID, 2009). Yet, the systematic approach towards teacher professional development
started with the establishment of National Center for Educational Development (NCED) in 1993. As part of
the Ministry of Education, NCED develops policies and implements them to provide in-service teachers with
various opportunities for continuous professional development. Since the implementation of School Sector
Reform Plan (SSRP, 2009-2015), teacher professional development (TPD) has become NCED’s major
educational reform program. SSRP has focused on strengthening teachers’ knowledge and skills as part of
MOE’s efforts towards ensuring quality student learning. The agenda of TPD has received further attention in
the present School Sector Development Plan (SSDP). Building on the goals specified in the country’s
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) plans (Government of Nepal, 2017), SSDP (2016-2023) has
emphasized TPD as MOE’s one of the major priorities in strengthening quality of education. Considering
“quality and needs-based teacher professional development and performance-based teacher management”
(Ministry of Education, MOE, 2016, p. vii) as its theory of change, SSDP has specified the following two
major objectives as part of teacher professional development efforts:
o To enhance teachers' qualifications and professional competencies to better facilitate student learning
processes.
o Maintain high morale and motivation for teaching and learning among teachers and students.
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In order to achieve these objectives, SSDP focuses on strengthening teachers’ competencies and skills for
teaching creatively by using child-centered approach (Ministry of Education, 2016, p. 11). Accordingly,
NCED has revised its previous TPD policies and programs and focused on three major objectives: a) to
improve teachers’ competence and motivational level by making TPD programs need-based and resultoriented; b) to ensure tangible changes in teaching practices by improving teachers’ professional competency
in their own effort; and c) to improve students’ learning achievement by making teaching-learning processes
effective (see NCED, 2016). To achieve these objectives, NCED has specified a number of TPD activities
such as teacher training, practice-based and self-initiated learning, teacher networking and exchange of
experiences. More importantly, NCED includes self-study, self-inquiry and the use of innovative ideas and
ICT tools from teachers in its revised TPD program. In addition, NCED focuses on the need for reward,
respect and reinforcement for teachers who are committed to introduce innovative ideas in teaching.
The existing TPD programs include multiple activities, with a focus on teacher training. Three major
types of teacher training include: authentication/validation training, refresher training and modular training
based on local needs. Two other major components of the TPD program are a) self-initiated teacher learning,
and b) exchange of experiences. Although both SSDP and NCED focus on teacher motivation and change in
classroom teaching practices, to what extent teachers are motivated towards improving teaching and whether
or not the existing TPD programs are supporting in strengthening teacher motivation for bringing about
changes in teaching. This study has analyzed the existing situation of TPD in relation to teacher motivation
(TM). We draw on both global and local literature on TM and TPD to interpret the empirical data—both
qualitative and quantitative—we gathered from teachers, resource persons and teacher trainers.
Objectives of the Study
This study is undertaken with the aim of exploring opportunities and challenges teachers faced for their
continuous professional development in the context of public schooling in Nepal. In specific, this study aims
to:
o Identify strengths and opportunities of teacher development efforts through different channels, for
example government and non-government agencies.
o Explore different provisions and practices that are responsible to create barriers to teacher motivation
in schools.
Methodology
This study is carried out in six districts of Nepal. They include Kalikot, Dailekh, Achham,
Okhaldhunga, Kapilvastu and Sarlahi. Kalikot represents Mountain; Dailekh, Achham and Okhaldhunga
represent Hill; and Kapilbastu and Sarlahi represent Tarai ecological region. Altogether 385 teachers from six
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districts that were selected using sampling strategies under the criteria of 95% confidence level (CI 95% =
1.96), standard deviation 50% (= 0.5), and 5% (= 0.05) margin of error.
The study has used a mixed method approach to educational research. For this purpose, a set of survey
questionnaire for teachers was developed to collect information related to teacher professional development.
In addition, six focus group discussions (FGDs), one each from six sample districts were conducted with the
teachers. These discussions have been focused on issues related to opportunities and barriers for effective
teaching, the existing policies and practices of professional development and alternative ideas for improving
TPD. These discussions were recorded by using digital voice recorders which were later transcribed for data
analysis purposes. In addition, the perspectives of teachers were documented in the form of field notes.
CSPro software in Android was used to manage quantitative data collected from the sample teachers.
Qualitative data were stored in Live scribe and audio-recorder, which were transcribed and coded to generate
themes. These themes were organized under the broader themes of the study.
Findings and Discussion
Teacher professional development opportunities
In this study, TPD opportunities are found under the following five categories: a) TPD training; b)
exposure visit; c) mobile/reflection meeting; d) mentoring/coaching/face-to-face support; and e) self-learning
initiatives. As presented in Table 1, this study reveals that a good proportion of teachers (79.1%) have
received the TPD training. The opportunity for professional development training is relatively higher among
the four ethnic groups - Newar (90.5%), Brahmin/Chhetri (81.1), Madhesi (79%) and Janajati (72.9%),
compared to Dalit (46.7%). The district-wise distribution shows that the proportion of teachers who have
received TPD training is nearly consistent among the survey districts, 88.9% teachers with TPD training in
Kapilbastu, followed by 84% in Achham, 82% in Okhaldhunga and 81.1% in Kavre. Kalikot (75%) and
Sarlahi (68.9%) have relatively lower number of teachers who have received TPD training. The region-wise
data show that the proportion of teachers who have received TPD training is a bit higher in mountain/hill
(80.0%) than in Tarai (77.5%). The gender-wise ratio is almost equal, 79.3% male and 78.7% female teachers
with TPD training.
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Table 1: TPD opportunities for teachers

Background
characteristics
Caste/ethnicity
Brahmin/Chhetri

Training

Exposure
visit

Mobile/
reflection
meeting

Mentoring/
coaching/
face-to-face
support

Selflearning
materials

81.1

33.2

45.7

59.6

78.5

Madhesi

79.0

24.7

11.1

50.6

56.8

Dalit

46.7

20.0

20.0

53.3

46.7

Newar

90.5

47.6

19.0

38.1

85.7

Janajati

72.9

45.8

31.3

45.8

81.3

Kalikot

75.0

20.0

61.3

53.8

66.3

Kavre

81.1

45.6

31.1

57.8

90.0

Achham

84.0

32.0

54.0

90.0

84.0

Okhaldhunga 82.0

24.0

14.0

34.0

90.0

Kapilvastu

88.6

45.7

47.1

52.9

70.0

Sarlahi

68.9

28.9

8.9

47.8

53.3

Mountain/Hill

80.0

31.5

41.1

58.1

81.9

Tarai

77.5

36.3

25.6

50.0

60.6

Male

79.3

35.0

37.1

58.6

74.3

Female

78.7

30.0

32.0

48.7

73.3

Total

79.1

33.3

35.3

55.1

74.0

N (out of 430)

340

143

152

237

318

District

Region

Sex

Source: Field Survey, 2017.
Among the TPD opportunities mentioned above, only one-third (33.3%) of teachers have received
exposure visit opportunities, with the aim of learning lessons from best-practice in other schools. The districtwise distribution of TPD opportunities shows that teachers in Kapilvastu (45.7%) and Kavre have relatively
more exposure visit opportunities compared to other districts—32.0% in Achham, 28.9% in Sarlahi, 24% in
Okhaldhunga, and 20% in Kalikot. Comparatively, the exposure visit opportunity is higher in Tarai (36.3%)
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than in Mountain/Hill (31.5%) and relatively a greater number of male teachers (35%) than female teachers
(30%) have received this opportunity.
The data further show that the number of teachers who have received mobile and reflection meeting
opportunity is also low; only 35% of teachers have reported that they have enjoyed this opportunity. Like for
other opportunities, a greater number of Brahmin/Chhetri teachers (45%) have enjoyed this opportunity
compared to other caste/ethnic groups (e.g. Janajati 31.3%, Dalit 20%, Newar 19%, and Madhesi 11.1%).
There is a greater variation among districts in terms of receiving this professional development opportunity.
Nearly 62% of teachers have this opportunity in Kalikot, compared to 14% and 8.9% teachers in Okhaldhunga
and Sarlahi, respectively. The practice of mobile/reflection meeting of teachers is found higher in
mountain/hill (41.1%) than in Tarai (25.6%). Similarly, male teachers have mobile/reflection meeting
opportunity higher (37.1%) than their female counterparts (32%). This finding implies that female teachers
and the teachers from Tarai should be provided with more exposure visit and mobile learning opportunities.
One of the striking findings is that the existing TPD provisions and practices have paid a serious
attention to the needs of teachers with disability. A teacher from Kavre shares, in Box 1, his experiences as
follows:
Box 1. A teacher’s experience from Kavre district
There are many things. For example, because of my visual impairment, I am unable to walk up and
down. I don’t have any teaching assets…if I had a personal laptop with ‘job with speech
programming,’ I would be able to prepare my lesson plans. We do have a laptop in school, but it is not
given to me. It is not suitable for the programming I need.
There are many discomforts for the teachers like me. I have heard that there are Guidelines, Education
Act, and many other policy documents and resource materials, a monthly published magazine
‘Shiskhak’, but I don’t know what kind of articles are published in that magazine. I cannot read them
as they are not available in Brail script. They are also not broadcast in media, so I am almost unknown
about all these matters.
Whatever I do think to teach my kids is very limited to my textbook. Kids are naturally interested to
know more and more. But I cannot help them much. I get audio materials in Audio Library at the
Exhibition Road, shutter no. 66, Kathmandu. I have to rely on their resources. And I also heard about
e-library in computer, but we don’t have that facility so far.
I have participated in three modules of TPD, followed by a computer training. My Head Teacher
selected me on the basis of his personal interest. And I was sent to SANJIBANI (training on Brail
script reading and writing) in a Kaj leave. But TPD training is not fit for us [teachers with disability].
Because, trainers guide the trainees by saying, “have you seen this or that… and so on” without
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considering the presence of a visually-impaired teacher. They do not know that I am unable to see on
the white board. I am unknown about the existing rules, regulations, etc.
The data also reveal that more than half of the teachers (55%) have reported that they have received
mentoring, coaching and face-to-face support for learning new contents or developing new pedagogical skills.
A greater number of Brahmin/Chhetri teachers (59.6%) enjoyed this opportunity than the teachers belonging
to other caste/ethnic groups (53.3% Dalit, 50.6% Madhesi, and 45.8% Janajati and 38.1% Newar). The
district-wise distribution of mentoring, coaching and face-to-face support shows a greater variation. The data
show that 90 percent of teachers enjoyed this opportunity in Achham and 34% in Okhaldhunga. The
proportion of teachers having this opportunity in other districts include” 57.8% in Kavre, 53.8% in Kalikot,
52.9% in Kapilbastu and 47.8% in Sarlahi. A greater number of teachers in mountain/hill region (58%)
enjoyed this opportunity than in Tarai (50%). Similarly, a greater proportion of male teachers (58%) have
received this opportunity than their female counterparts (48.7%).
Teachers’ continuous efforts to use self-learning materials as part of their professional learning is
found significant. About 3 of 4 teachers (75%) have reported that they have an opportunity to access selflearning materials for their professional growth. Newar (85.7%), Janajati (81.3%) and Brahmin/Chhetri
(78.5%) teachers have opportunities to access self-help materials more than Madhesi (56%) and Dalit (46.7%)
teachers. Teachers in mountain/hill (81.9%) are found using such materials greater than those from Tarai
(60.6%), with 90% teachers using them in two Mountain/Hill districts (e.g. Kavre and Okhaldhunga). Male
and female teachers are almost equal (Male 74.3% and Female 73.3%) in terms of using self-learning
materials for their professional development.
The FGD data show that the number of teachers to receive exposure visit and mobile/reflection meeting
opportunities for their professional development is still negligible. Although teacher training and use of selflearning materials are the most popular among teachers, the number of teachers who have received
mentoring/coaching opportunity are still low.
Barriers for teacher professional development
Multiple factors create barriers for teacher professional development. This study shows that the greater
barriers for professional development are lack of refresher training opportunity (90.7%), lack of opportunity
for exposure visit (79.1%), lack of self-learning resources and ICT support (68.1%), lack of teaching materials
and other support (57%), lack of post-training support for the transfer of learning (56.7%) and lack of
opportunity to participate in training (55%) (Table 2) as major barriers for professional development. Some
teachers also faced problems of overcrowded classes (42.6%), lack of enough time to plan the lessons in
advance (39.1%), overload with teaching assignment (40%), unfair distribution of responsibility among
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teachers (36.9%), and lack of opportunities to consult for support when they feel difficulties (31.6%). A small
number of teachers (18.8%) have informed that the trainings they participated are not practical to improve
their teaching.
Most of these problems faced by teachers, as Table 2 shows, are greater in Tarai than in Mountain/Hill.
Among these problems, as also reported in FGDs, the overcrowded classes, lack of enough time to plan
lessons, and lack of materials and resources are reported significantly higher in Tarai than in Mountain/Hill.
Only two problems – overload with teaching assignment and opportunity for exposure visit –are reported
higher in Mountain/Hill than in Tarai. Interestingly, male teachers have faced all these problems greater than
female teachers.
Table 2. Barriers for teaching professional development
Barriers for TPD

Region (% Yes)

Sex (% Yes)

Mt./Hill

Tarai

Male

Female (%Yes)

A. Overcrowded classes

26.7

69.4

46.8

34.7

42.6

B. Lack of enough time to plan lessons in advance

34.1

47.5

39.3

38.7

39.1

C. Overloaded with teaching assignment

41.9

38.8

43.6

35.3

40.7

when I feel difficulties

30.0

34.4

37.1

21.3

31.6

E. Lack of opportunity to participate in trainings

51.5

61.3

60.0

46.0

55.1

14.8

25.6

22.1

12.7

18.8

50.0

68.1

64.6

42.0

56.7

67.0

70.0

70.7

63.3

68.1

visit

79.3

78.8

80.0

77.3

79.1

J. Little opportunity for refresher training

89.6

91.9

91.4

88.7

90.5

31.9

43.8

42.5

24.7

36.3

45.9

75.6

61.4

48.7

57.0

Total

D. Lack of opportunities to consult for support

F. Lack of practicality of training I have attended to
improve my teaching
G. Lack of post-training support for effective
implementation of TPD
H. Lack of access to self-learning resources and
ICT to support
I. Lack of opportunities to participate in exposure

K. Lack of fair distribution of responsibilities
among tea
L. Lack of teaching materials and resources to
support
\

Source: Field Survey, 2017.
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The data imply that since teachers in Tarai have faced the challenge of overcrowded classes, sufficient
infrastructure should be constructed so that students can be divided into different groups. More striking, the
workload of teacher in Mountain/Hill districts should be reduced. For this, the number of teachers should be
increased.
Conclusion and Implications
There is a greater variation of professional development opportunities enjoyed by teachers across
castes/ethnicities, geographical regions and gender. Based on the data analysis, the following conclusions are
drawn:
o There are several professional development opportunities for teachers. However, in comparison with
the TPD opportunities, instances of barriers and challenges are higher.
o There is a difference in professional development opportunity by caste/ethnicity. More professional
development opportunities are enjoyed by Newar and Brahmin/Chhetri than by other caste/ethnic
groups.
o There is a difference in professional development opportunity by geographical locations. Teachers
from Mountain/Hill have enjoyed professional development opportunities higher than those from
Tarai.
o There is a difference in professional development opportunity by gender. Male teachers enjoyed
greater opportunities than female ones.
o There are different professional development opportunities offered by the government and nongovernment organizations, and teachers’ engagement in these opportunities is making positive impact
on student learning. This conclusion is supported by the following findings: Nearly 80% of teachers
have participated in some or all phases of TPD training, 25% have received training on conducting and
implementing action research, 10% received disaster reduction training, 6% have received EGR
training, 5% received ICT training. Teachers have also been benefited from other trainings offered
from (I)NGO sectors such as classroom management training (14.9%), WASH training (10.9%), EGR
training (7.9%), and digital literacy training (0.7%). As teachers reported through the quantitative
survey questionnaire, the impact of these trainings ranges from 2.00 to 2.42 in a scale of 0 (no impact)
to 3 (high impact).
o Despite the fact that majority of teachers attended various phases of TPD training, the existing TPD
system is not quite systematic and fair in practice. More than 80% of teachers have reported that the
criteria for selecting teachers for professional development opportunities is unfair; that the system of
teacher performance assessment is not quite logical; and that action research is more ritualistic than
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effective; and that majority of TPD trainers are inefficient. Teachers’ motivation and self-initiated
efforts are the key for the professional development endeavors as teachers explored own ways to
enhance their knowledge and skills. Moreover, the existing situation of internal feedback through head
teachers and peers is satisfactory but external feedback through RPs and supervisors is poor.
Based on the above findings and conclusion, the following implications are drawn:
o Focus on collaborative and exploratory teacher research: The existing TPD practices have focused on
action research, which as mentioned by teachers, seems to more ritualistic in practice. In order to
address this issue, a collaborative and exploratory action research approach can be an alternative
option. In this approach teachers work with other teachers from the same and/or other schools to study
the issues concerning teaching and develop strategies towards improving students’ learning. The
existing action research approach is less effective to empower teachers and recognize their voices and
identity as source of knowledge which a collaborative teacher research approach could address. In
other words, rather than focusing much on teacher training, the existing TPD practices should focus on
teacher research as a continual process of professional development.
o Teacher change and learning model of TPD: Teacher change and learning have been one of major
aspects in the existing TPD system. Adopting a programmed and a bottom-up approach, TPD activities
should be focused on three aspects of teacher changes—change in beliefs, change in classroom
practices and change in student learning. For this, rather than focusing on the existing teacher training
model, it is necessary to focus on a participatory approach to developing teacher education programs
for both in-service and pre-service teachers. Such programs integrate both the theories and practices
related to teacher development and effective teaching. In this process, teachers should identify their
own challenges and priorities to improve student learning. This will create a positive pressure (Guskey,
2002) for teachers to learn and grow professionally.
o Involvement of parents in TPD: One of major issues teacher raised in this study is the lack of parents’
awareness regarding student-centered teaching. The role of parents has not been clearly defined in the
existing TPD program. Therefore, it is necessary to organize awareness raising programs for parents
regarding new approaches and innovations related to their children’s learning. This will help teachers
and schools implement innovative ideas such as student-center teaching effectively.
o Increased head teachers’ role: As the existing TPD model gives a little space for head teachers, the
selection process of the teachers for TPD and other opportunities has not been quite effective. More
importantly, monitoring and evaluation process has not been meaningful as head teachers are less
aware of what skills and knowledge teachers have learned in TPD trainings. In order to address this
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issue, head teachers’ roles should be increased in the designing and implementing TPD activities. This
will help to develop school-based TPD activities and address local issues—both cultural and
educational.
o Implications for future research: As this research is carried out only in six districts, the future research
can include other districts and schools for a similar study.
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Abstract
This paper presents a brief review of English-medium schooling policies and practices in Nepal with a critical
reflection on how English-medium instruction (EMI) has (re)produced socio-cultural and educational
inequalities by marginalising disadvantaged groups. Medium of instruction policies in Nepal have fluctuated
at times that tend to create and consolidate social divisions through increased priority assigned to EMI. In this
paper, I have critically reviewed the medium of instruction policies and researches to observe the effects of
EMI on indigenous languages and cultures. Although EMI has been expected to enhance quality education,
research findings suggest that executing EMI without necessary preparations and over emphasis assigned to
EMI creates learning challenges with a subsequent pressure on the survival of indigenous languages and
cultures. I suggest for reconsideration of EMI execution as fashion because it requires critical reflection and
enough preparation for its successful implementation with reduced side effects.
Keywords: English-medium instruction, education policy, language endangerment, quality education, social
justice
Introduction
English has been accepted as a medium of schooling in more than 55 countries of the world including
Nepal, India, China, Japan, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, South Korea and Hong Kong at primary,
secondary or tertiary level (Dearden, 2014). Medium of instruction in school education in Nepal has become a
burning issue among educationists and researchers. Recent decade seems to have encountered unprecedented
trend of shifting government schools from Nepali to English-medium instruction. Although Nepal government
introduced English as a subject from Grade 1 sixteen years ago, government schools have tended to adopt the
early introduction of English strategy to stop the flow of students at private schools. According to the report of
National Early Grade Reading Programme (2014/15-2019/20), more than 70 per cent community schools
have shifted from Nepali to English-medium instruction, and the data of Nawalparasi and Jhapa has been
estimated to have been 60 per cent and 35 per cent respectively (Ministry of Education, 2014). On the other
hand, current School Sector Development Plan (2016/17-2022/23) regards English as a ‘priority subject’
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assuming that parents and communities have a high demand (Ministry of Education, 2016) without
considering its effects on local languages and cultures.
Makerere Conference 1961 formulated principles of teaching monolingually by the native speaker at
the earliest with more exposure (Phillipson, 2007). However, English only formulations have been criticised
by the scholars such as Canagarajah (2005), Tollefson (2006), Ferguson (2006), Phillipson (2007), Phillipson
(2009), and Pennycook (2017) on the ground that English language could be a predator to linguistic and
cultural multiplicity. While Phillipson (2009) and Pennycook (2017) observe threat to linguistic diversity in
many countries of the world caused by English language domination, many Nepali researchers (Giri, 2010,
2011; Phyak, 2011, 2013; Poudel & Choi, 2020; Rana, 2018; Yadava, 2007)) worry about the possible
consequences of privileging Nepali and English languages in educational instruction, and suggest that
multilingual policies be effectively implemented in school education system in Nepal.
Nepal Government’s recent National Education Policy (2019) has given policy mandate for the local
governments to plan early childhood education in mother tongue-based multilingual medium, compulsory and
free basic education in mother tongue-based multilingual medium as well as in Nepali and English, and
secondary education in Nepali or English or Both medium (Ministry of Education Science and Technology,
2019). However, local governments are reluctant to plan and implement multi-lingual education (Poudel &
Choi, 2020) rather they tend to support for English-medium instruction in the community schools. Against this
backdrop, I intend to review the policies and pedagogies of English-medium instruction along with its effects
in Nepal’s indigenous languages and cultures. I will also review whether and to what extent English-medium
instruction has done justice to the marginalised community children so that relevant correction can be made in
language education policies and practices.
Policies and Pedagogies of English-Medium Instruction in Nepal
English language schooling system in Nepal was introduced in 1854 by Junga Bahadur Rana, the first
Rana Prime Minister, limiting the access of English within his family (Wood, 1965). Later, in 1885, Ranodip
Singh, the second Rana Prime Minister of Nepal, introduced teaching of Sanskrit making English accessible to
the children from Rana families (Sharma, 1990). However, the Prime Minister Dev Shamsher’s expansion
attempt of elementary education throughout Nepal through establishment of Bhasha Pathshala, the Nepali
medium language schools, could not materialise as he was ousted by Chandra Shamsher within three months
(Nepal National Educational Planning Commission, 1955). Teaching of English at higher level continued with
the establishment of Tri-Chandra College in 1981, that aimed to provide higher education opportunities to
Darbar High School graduates (Wood, 1965). Much later, Government of Nepal Act 1948, Nepal’s first
constitutional act, declared to make elementary education free and compulsory (Government of Nepal, 1948).
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However, universalisation of education during Rana regime faced obstacles primarily due to their inherent
nature of keeping education beyond the reach of Nepali common folks (Phyak, 2016).
After the establishment of democratic polity in 1950, Nepal National Educational Planning
Commission (1955) directed for the early instruction in Nepali language from class one discouraging the use
of children’s mother tongue as medium of instruction, intending to strengthen national unity by making Nepali
a ‘true’ national language. The policy of promoting Nepali language in education tended to create linguistic
homogenisation as the report stated that “if the younger generation is taught to use Nepali as the basic
language, then other languages will gradually disappear, and greater national strength and unity will result”
(Nepal National Educational Planning Commission, 1955, p. 93). The commission seems to have treated
multilingualism as a problem and intended to discourage linguistic diversity through Nepali medium
instruction. As recommended by the commission, Nepali language became medium of instruction for school
education in 1957 (Yadava, 2007).
Nepal’s one nation, one language policy continued even after King Mahendra introduced ‘Partyless
Democratic Panchayati Polity’, a political system denying the existence of political parties (Weinberg, 2013).
While Comprehensive National Education Committee (1961) recommended to make English compulsory for
secondary students, National Education System Plan (NESP)(1992) intended to strengthen Nepali, the national
language, using it as a medium of instruction for “integrating multi-cultural traditions into one language and
literature, culture and arts”(p.21). This might be an indication to interpret that Panghayati regime regarded
multilingualism as a trouble in school education system. However, after the restoration of democracy in 1990,
Nepal tended to adopt liberal linguistic policy as the mother tongues spoken in Nepal were given
constitutional status of national languages although Nepali language received the status of language of the
nation and the official language (His Majesty's Government, 1990). As per the spirit of the democratic
constitution, National Education Commission (1992) prioritised Nepali as the language of national unity,
identity and emotional integrity, and English received priority in higher education as well as international
communication. Furthermore, National Language Policy Recommendation Commission (1994) recommended
for the standardisation of the mother tongues and their inclusion in education as medium of instruction for
primary students.
Nepal’s language plans and policies seem to be inconsistent about the medium of instruction. For
example, Concept Paper of Proposed School Education Policy and Action Plan endorsed a plan to include
English in the school curriculum from Grade One keeping Mother Tongues and Sanskrit languages in the
optional group with a loose indication of using Mother Tongues as medium of instruction for primary students
(Higher Level Committee on Education, 2001). On the other hand, Education for All, National Plan of Action
(2004-2009) regarded mother tongue instruction as the children’s right for meaningful learning, and proposed
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to make mother tongues as the medium of instruction as well as teaching subjects for primary students to
preserve indigenous languages and cultures (Ministry of Education and Sports, 2003). Later, National
Curriculum Framework for School Education introduced pro-English policy allowing to choose Nepali or
English or both as the medium of instruction for school education with the provision of mother tongue use at
the Early Grades (1-3) (Curriculum Development Centre, 2007). However, against the essence of Multilingual
Education Guidelines (2007) about mother tongue instruction, government schools have tended to regard
English as the subject of pride and preferred to use English-medium instruction (Ministry of Education, 2014).
Recent school education plans and policies seem to have tilted towards English-medium instruction as School
Sector Development Plan (2016/17-2022/23) and National Education Policy (2019) have made provisions for
teaching English as the medium of instruction and subject from the Early Grades (Ministry of Education,
2009; Ministry of Education Science and Technology, 2019).
Nepal’s medium of instruction policy for school education is likely to weaken the status of the majority
of minority languages and indigenous cultures because the government policies and actions motivate the
government schools to adopt English-medium instruction to attract private schools’ students (Phyak, 2013;
Rana, 2018). Furthermore, English-medium instruction may create and strengthen the socio-economic gaps
between the haves and haves-not. In the following section, I will review how English language instruction is
likely to cause risk upon minority languages and further widen the socio-economic gaps in Nepal’s context.
English-Medium Instruction and Language Endangerment
Anderson (2011) contends that disruption in the process of inter-generation language transfer may
cause language endangerment especially when the younger generation rejects to use the heritage language or
the older generation ceases to transfer the heritage language to the new generation. He asserts that language of
classroom instruction pressurises the children to acquire and use the dominant classroom language, and that
gradually causes reduction in exposure to the heritage language from the parents with a resultant language
endangerment and extinction. Although there might be multiple factors triggering language shift and
endangerment, Spolsky (2011) regards schools to be primarily responsible to cause language shift because the
children are likely introduce the school’s language in the family, and at the same time the parents expose the
school’s language to the children instead of their family language expecting to reduce language problem in the
school. Growing trend in several parents, especially from the indigenous and language minority communities,
can be observed about early introduction of language of schooling, primarily Nepali language, to the children
even when their heritage language is other than Nepali. This trend seems to be shifting to early introduction of
English in the family because the government policies and schools’ practices tend to be more English oriented.
I have observed in my family and community that the children are taught to say ‘cat’ and ‘dog’ instead of
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‘biralo’ and ‘kukur’ in Nepali. Early introduction of English and the use of English-medium instruction seems
to have generated learning difficulties that might gradually cause language shift. For example, children from
English-medium schooling tend to show less confidence when they are required to count or calculate in
Devanagari numerical system.
Nepal, linguistically and culturally rich eastern Himalayan country with 123 languages and 126 ethnic
groups (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2012), seems to be facing the severe risk of language shift and
endangerment. Kansakar (1996) argued that many indigenous languages including Chepang, Danuwar and
Darai faced extreme language shift due to the emphasis given to Nepali and English languages in the schools.
Similarly, Yadava (2007) contended that nearly twenty five per cent languages of Nepal were facing risk of
extinction for losing inter-generation transmission due to the government’s language education policies and
the perceived status assigned to the minority languages. Even the comparison of Census Report (2002) against
Census Report (2012) reveals the degrading status of several language such as Gurung (338,925 to 132,583),
Rajbansi (129,829 to 122,214), Sherpa (129,771 to 114,830), Khariya (1,575 to 238), Koyee (2,641 to 1,271)
and Kusunda (87 to 28) among many other languages. Moreover, higher number of ethnic populations with
regard to the concerned linguistic population can be interpreted as medium of schooling caused language shift.
For example, Census Report (2012) identified ethnic population of Magar (1,887,053 versus 788,530), Tharu
(1,737,470 versus 1,529,875), Tamang (1,539,830 versus 1,353,311), Newar (1,321,933 versus 846,557) and
Gurung (522641 versus 325622) to have been higher than the linguistic population of the corresponding
groups. The data presented above provides evidence to claim that indigenous languages are gradually losing
the speakers, which can be attributed to linguistic domination of privileged languages such as English and
Nepali.
English-Medium Instruction and Social Equality
Increasing emphasis given to English-medium instruction is likely to cause learning impairment in the
children with a consequential increase in learning discrimination and injustice to the children. Before 1990 era
observed English-medium schooling created social injustice because the rulers allowed the foreign
missionaries to conduct luxurious English-medium schools accessible to the affluent class that further
consolidated socio-economic inequality as English symbolised power, prestige and prosperity (Phyak, 2011). I
have observed some community schools in Western Tarai that have introduced English-medium instruction
recently and have been successful to attract more students from the private schools. However, this may
increase the gap between the haves and haves-not because those schools require the English-medium students
to pay expensive tuition fees on ‘donation’ title. Furthermore, Nepali-medium instruction is given to the poor
and vulnerable groups because they cannot pay the extra-charges although it is against the spirit of the
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constitution that states, “every citizen shall have the right to get compulsory and free education up to the basic
level and free education up to the secondary level from the state”("Constitution of Nepal," 2015, p. 20).
Moreover, Nepal’s legal documents have tended to provide loopholes to practise educational discrimination
with the provisions of option in medium of instruction. Recent provision made in National Education Policy
2019 to provide school education in Nepali or English or both medium (Ministry of Education Science and
Technology, 2019) has legalised delivering education in two medium (Nepali and English) within the same
boundary with consequential marginalization of the disadvantaged groups from quality English instruction.
Although English-medium instruction is often regarded analogous to ‘quality education’ in Nepal, unfair
distribution of English may widen the socio-economic gaps. In the context of Asia Pacific countries, Nunan
(2003) observed social gap in terms of students’ access to English language. However, Devkota (2018) found
Nepal’s Dalit students excluded from equal opportunity to learn English due to exclusion generated through
history, culture and politics depicted in English-medium instruction. Similarly, Giri (2010) argued that
English-medium instruction has been more accessible to elite groups rather than to the marginalised
community children causing socio-economic difference. Phyak (2016) contended that the parents often accept
English-medium instruction as they aspire to get more socio-economic opportunities without much caring
about their ethno-linguistic identities. In a recent study, Poudel and Choi (2020) found that the local
governments in Nepal showed the tendency of promoting English-medium instruction rather than actualising
multilingual policies to preserve ethnolinguistic identities. When English-medium instruction becomes
accessible to the elite class children only, it cannot do justice to the children from lower socio-economic strata,
and the social inequality may expand further owing to the variations in the opportunities generated through
English-medium instruction.
English-Medium Instruction and Quality Education
English-medium instruction is generally considered as a symbol of quality education in Nepal because
the English-medium private schools outperformed the government-funded Nepali-medium public school in
Secondary Education Examination (Sah & Li, 2018). However, quality of education should not be considered
in terms of examination results only if education is expected to impart knowledge, skills and values. Nepali
language is taught 6 periods per week instead of 8 period provision, and English is taught as two subjects: as a
compulsory subject and as a local subject instead of mother tongue (Ministry of Education, 2014), but there is
no sufficient evidence to support that quality education can be ensured through increased emphasis on English
instruction. Educating the Early Graders in the languages other than their mother tongues deprives the children
from learning opportunities because they find them less engaging that affect comprehension of the classroom
input (Yadava, 2007).
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Believing that quality education can be delivered in English medium, several community schools have
introduced English-medium instruction without necessary preparation to compete with private schools and
increase students’ number to receive more government donation (Phyak, 2011). However, it is less likely that
educational quality can be enhanced by shifting education into English-medium instruction. For example, Sah
and Li (2018) found that teachers practising so-called English-medium instruction in public schools often
mixed Nepali and English that impaired both content comprehension and English language learning. Although
there is general tendency of relating English-medium instruction to quality education in Nepal, Davis et al.
(2012) and Phyak (2013) reported that parents’ attraction towards English-medium instruction increased even
in the rural Nepal due to the influence of neoliberal commodification, expectation of better economic
opportunities as well as the government’s apathy towards strengthening multilingual education policy.
Conclusion
This study reveals that English-medium instruction is expanding in Nepal. Policy makers,
administrators and parents seem to regard English-medium as a symbol of quality education. However,
research evidences are lacking to support that English-medium instruction improves quality standard of school
education. Rather, degrading situation of Nepal’s indigenous languages and cultures has often been associated
to long-standing language education policies adopted by the government. Researches show that Nepali and
English languages have become widespread in terms of volume and velocity in classroom instruction both as
medium of instruction and subject, speakers of several indigenous languages have shifted and might shift to
the dominant classroom languages. Increasing English-medium instruction in Nepal is likely to cause language
endangerment and identity crisis due to NGOs supported educational policies, neoliberal belief of English
language as an economic capital and English-medium fallacy as quality education enhancer (Rana, 2018).
Although English language teaching is necessary to develop communicative proficiency in the learners, overemphasising English is likely to degrade and displace indigenous languages and cultures by developing apathy
in the speakers of the minority languages as argued by Giri (2010). As the recent medium of instruction
policies tend to have tilted towards promoting English-medium instruction, it is required to make necessary
preparations and research its consequences on indigenous languages and cultures, indigenous knowledge,
learning outcome and social equality.
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A Revised Parable: Quest for Self-Identity in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea
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Abstract
An aesthetic experiment in modernist techniques and a powerful example of feminist rewriting, this paper
highlights that Wide Sargasso Sea gives voice to a marginalized character, Antoinette and transform her
original tragic demise into a kind of triumphant heroism. Wide Sargasso Sea is writing back of Jane Eyre, a
text long upheld as a triumph of feminist liberalism and complicates the feminist debate. This novel
demonstrates the identity crisis of Caribbean creole woman due to their mixed race, patriarchal domination
and colonization. Rhys’s portrayal of the former slave owners and their homelessness, madness, identity crisis,
beside revolt of the former slaves is clearly revealed in Wide Sargasso Sea.
Key Words: Marginalized, Debate, Feminist, Creole, Patriarchal, Homelessness, Post- colonial
A Revised Parable
Jean Rhys's, Wide Sargasso Sea bears about the sensibility of being West Indian creole women. With
the locus of identity crisis ofthefemale characters; Antoinette, Annette and Christophine, this paper claims that
Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Seaattempts to explore the self of those characters from beginning to the end. While
identifying the self of the characters through intertextuality, Rhys reinterprets ‘classic’ English literary works
of Charlotte Bronte’sJane Eyre. This paper demonstrates how Rhys’s revision of the ‘classic’ parable of
Bronte’s Jane Eyregivesvoice of the voiceless anddiscovers the self-identity of suppressed characters. Thus,
this paper revises literary parable through the characters’ pursuit for self-identity.
Silenced Bertha of Jane Eyre gets her voice in Wide Sargasso Sea. The First part of the novel is
narrated by Antoinette about her early sophisticated life with her parents. Her narration of the emancipation
act and miserable condition of the entire plantation owner, reveal the real history of the colonized Caribbean
Island.Elizabeth Bear critiques that Wide Sargasso Sea is a Bildungsroman text in that it records the story of
the mad, impnsoned Bertha who, for Bronte, impedes and nearly destroys the mamage between Jane Eyre and
Edward Rochester. While paralleling and challenging the mother-text, Rhys’s “post-dated prequel” pushes the
boundaries of Bronte's “happy ending” by inverting traditional fairy tale elements (Baer 132-33).Jean Rhys in
Wide Sargasso Sea affords an entirely different narration when she tells the story of Bertha, whose real name
is Antoinette. She is presented as a Creole girl who is part of the elite of Martinique, a woman of the tropics
who loves nature. Yet on her island, she is caught in the middle of great change since the slaves have been
liberated. The slaves refer to her as a “white cockroach”, and the British ladies and men of the Empire refer to
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the Creoles as “white niggers.” Added to the reality of the colonies is the fact that she is a woman in a
patriarchal, male dominated society. Rochester proposes to Antoinette because he is penniless and he
automatically obtains possession of her fortune when they marry. This young Creole woman is trapped
between two worlds, constantly on the compassion of the men around her. She is the traditional silenced
daughter and wife, a hybrid, unwelcome by the British and rejected by her own people.
However, Jean Rhys’s disjointed narrative style attempts to provide meaning to Antoinette’s
fragmented personality. Furthermore, Rochester literally controls Antoinette’s voice in the text. He is the
narrator of the section in Wide Sargasso Sea that describes Antoinette and Rochester’s married life. As a sign
of his ownership of her, Rochester has seized Antoinette’s voice and, besides one small part during her time at
Granbois, Antoinette is unable to revive her ability to speak for herself until the very end of the novel.
Rochester’s treatment drives Antoinette mad. Rather than leading to her complete destruction, Antoinette’s
madness actually liberates her from the stagnancy of her previous doll-like existence. At last also she seeks to
know herself, thoughinadequate the results may be. When her stepbrother Richard Mason visits her in
England, Antoinette uses his eyes as anadditional for her identity. She narrates, "I remember now that he did
not recognize me. I saw him look at me and his eyes went first to one corner and then to another, not
findingwhat they expected. He looked at me and spoke to me as though I were astranger. What do you do
when something happens to you like that?" (109).Richard does not recognize his stepsister. He does not
provide her with the reflection she needs to see in order for her to know that she still exists as Antoinette
Cosway from Jamaica. In her life, Antoinette cannot determine a genuine sense of herself because she is
unable to see a true representation of her identity in the reflections of various forms of mirrors. Her final
succession into “insanity,” or the breakdown of knowledge of her inner self in relation to society, is caused by
the complete removal of mirrors and self-delusion from her life. She confronts her fractured self and narrates:
…I saw Antoinette drifting out of the window with her scents, her prettyclothes and her
looking-glass. There is no looking-glass here and I don’t know what I am like now. I remember
watching myself brush my hair and how my eyes looked back at me. The girl I saw was myself
yet not quite myself. Long ago when I was a child and very lonely I tried to kiss her. But the
glass was between us – hard, cold and misted over with my breath. Now they have taken
everything away. What am I doing in this place and who am I? (107).
Here, Antoinette questions her own identity. Due to the lack of proper companionship, she talks herself
standing in front of the mirror. It is interesting that Antoinette is aware of her reliance on mirrors, otherwise
she would not feel their loss. Antoinette’s desire to kiss the girl in the mirror shows that she does very much
want to embracebecome herself. She wants to become a girl who greatly resembles Tia. The hard, cold,
misted-over glass that separates them represents the vague impenetrability Antoinette feels as a Creole to both
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European and West Indian society. She must avoid the glass, the external world, to achieve a sense of self.
Antoinette’s question about what she is doing in the attic and who she isdeveloped into the question with
which she has been struggling all of her life. She will not find her reflection there, but, recognizing it for the
wall, Antoinette is on her way to self-discovery.
The narrative line of Wide Sargasso Sea extends to Bronte’s text Jane Eyre. Shortly before Jane and
Rochester’s wedding, Antoinette/ Bertha steals Jane’s bedroom and seizes Jane’s bridal veil. Although, the
incident is told from Jane’s perspective and the reader cannot know Bertha’s thoughts, Jane recounts how
Bertha puts on the veil and gazes at herself in the mirror. This act echoes several instances in Wide Sargasso
Sea. So, the reader observes that by seizing the dress of an English bride, Antoinette once again trying to
determine her own identity. Whatever she sees does not pacify her anxiety and she tears the veil off her head,
splits it in two, and crushes on it. On its own, Bronte’s parable exhibits the raging of a madwoman. Instead of
being a loving husband, Rochester is cruel and even challenges her identify by calling her Bertha and
displaces her along with her fortune to England where he keeps her hidden in the attic.
Questfor Self-Identity in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea
In Wide Sargasso Sea Jean Rhys has not only answered and exposed the complexities of this new,
strange Creole identity, but has challenged the Empire and exposed the difficult plight of women, specifically
this new hybrid woman who is neither clearly British nor a native to the islands. This novel exemplifies the
issues of women in the colonial/post-colonial society that includes issues of identify, lack of independence in a
male dominated society and the formation of the hybrid or new identity. Shalini Puri comments on the concept
of hybridity as follows:
These questions about identity all turn to the rhetoric of hybridity to provide affirmative
answers and link the diverse elements of the Caribbean….Discourses of hybridity in the
Caribbean perform several functions. They elaborate a syncretic New World identity, distinct
from that of its “Mother Cultures”; in doing so, they provide a basis for national and regional
legitimacy” (Puri 45).
Readers sympathize with Antoinette, whom her husband calls Bertha, which is symbolic of her loss of
identity. The readers formcommitments with Antoinette or “Bertha” that do not exist in Jane Eyre. In a
reversal from the original story of Jane Eyre, everyone can recognize the injustices committed against
Antoinette and rejects Rochester’s treatment of his wife.
Rhys in an attempt to reclaim the voice lost to patriarchy and colonialism is creating a new literary
tradition by revising the gender biased fences like; male should be powerful and female should be submissive,
female should be confined in the four walls of the house and female should be guided by male. As a revision
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of this narrow tradition, Rhys has transformed the quest through female protagonists attempting to define
herself not through her male counterparts but through female centered space in which she can escape the
consequences of colonial hegemony.
Through the use of biological mother, surrogate mother, female friends and mother land, Rhys
investigates the protagonists shifting local identities within the colonized Island. By revising the genre to
include female protagonists and complex issue of race, Rhys gives voice to the marginalized female Other of
the west Indies, To explore their self-identity Rhys offers a sympathetic portrait of a Creole madness caught in
an oppressive colonial and patriarchal society in which she belongs neither to the white nor to the black
Jamicaian. Towards the last paragraph of the novel, the narration shift from the past tense to the present, “Now
at last I know why I was brought here and what I have to do,” illustrates how Antoinette is finally capable of
determining her identity (112). She gains selfhood by refusing to look elsewhere for it and this is her
awakening. Similarly, Linda Hutcheon also talks about the rewriting and repetition with critical difference.
Her view subverts the modernist’s concept of single and alienated otherness which is challenged by the
postmodern questioning of binaries that conceal hierarchies. It can be said that “history has no pattern and can
be interpreted from multiple perspectives” (Hutcheon 112). Following the ideas of Hutcheon and Mukherjee
In the light of postcolonial scholarship and experience, Jane Rhys re-views Bronte’s Jane Eyre in her revised
parable which is about the Caribbean ex-slaves, their identity, situation of plantation owner and creole women.
In Jane Eyre, Jane as a young orphan being raised by Mrs. Reed, her cruel, wealthy aunt. A servant named
Bessie provides Jane with some of the few kindnesses she receives, telling her stories and singing songs to her.
While in wide Sargasso Sea, Silenced Bertha of Jane Eyre portrays as an orphan, Antoinette being raised by
Aunt Cora. A servant named Christophine accompanied her. Rhys creates a new independent literary parable
of the dislocated people of the Island through the revision of English classical novel of Bronte. Writing about
the experience of the study of English literature, Meenakshi Mukherjee has defined Postcolonialsim as an
emancipatory concept on the grounds that “it makes us interrogate many aspects of the study of literature that
we were made to take for granted, enabling us … to re-interpret some of the old canonical texts from Europe
from the perspective of our specific historical and geographical location” (1-3). So, the most important
echoing appears between Antoinette and Jane.
Throughout the novel Antoinette is seeking her selfhood. She searches her identity comparing herself
with Tia but Tia also hits her throwing a stone. The fracturing of Antoinette’s identity first becomes explicit
when she makes the acquaintance of a black West Indian girl, Tia. Together, the two young girls visit a local
bathing pool. Rhys does not specifically mention Antoinette’s physical reflection in these passages, but
Antoinette obviously is able to see her image when she looks into the water. In these scenes, both Antoinette
and Tia are naked. Rhys sets the two characters as reflections of each other. In this natural state, however, the
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most significant distortion in their echoing is quite evident: the color of their skin. For the most part,
Antoinette seeks her reflection in Tia, someone who shares her cultural background and is her equivalent in
age and gender. Antoinette recollects, “We had eaten the same food, slept side by side, bathed in the same
river” (27). She desires to be like Tia in other ways, too: “fires always lit for (Tia), sharp stones did not hurt
her bare feet, I never saw her cry” (13). The point is that Antoinette is paradoxically seeking her own
reflection in the person whom she wishes to reflect. Here Antoinette wants to be able to identify herself
according to someone whom she already realizes is different. Therefore, what she sees is distorted. She and
Tia cannot be true reflections of each other.
The connection between Antoinette and Tia is completely severed when Antoinette’s home, Coulibri
burns. Tia is part of the crowd that sets fire to the house, and she throws a rock at Antoinette. Rhys illustrates
how the split between the two girls manifests itself in Antoinette’s loss of identity:
Then, not so far off, I saw Tia and her mother and I ran to her, for
she was all that was left of my life as it had been… As I ran, I thought, i will live with Tia and I
will be like her. Not to leave Coulibri. Not to go.Not. When I was close I saw the jagged stone
in her hand but I did not seeher throw it. I did not feel it either, only something wet, running
down myface. I looked at her and I saw her face crumple up as she began to cry.We stared at
each other, blood on my face, tears on hers. It was as if I sawmyself. Like in a looking-glass.
(27)
Antoinette struggles to retain her childhood perception of herself; she wants to identify herself as Tia does, a
culturally and racially black West Indian. Tia’s hatred demonstrated to her throwing of the stone, Tia’s desire
for Antoinette, which her tears reveal. With the direct statement that Tia is Antoinette’s reflection, Rhys
accepts that it is Antoinette’s West Indian culture that defines her more than anything else. This inner
recognition of an identity that she cannot outwardly demonstrate and the irreparable separation of Antoinette
from the only peer with whom she has developed a bond instigate Antoinette’s feeling that she has lost herself
when she loses Tia as her reflection.
At the end of Wide Sargasso Sea, Antoinette unconsciously echoes one of her worst memories from
the burning of Coulibri: the death of Annette’s parrot, Coco. His wings had been clipped and Antoinette
watched him struggle to fly. In flames, he fell to his death. Antoinette, who has been imprisoned in the
Thornfield attic, drops herself in own fiery grave as much the same way. Here Rhys highlights the violence
that forms the backdrop for the integral moments of reflection in Wide Sargasso Sea. Antoinette loses her
alleged reflection (Tia) during a slave revolt: Coulibri burns, Antoinette’s brother dies, and Antoinette herself
is cut and becomes seriously ill. However, Antoinette regains her identity finally when she figuratively jumps
from the roof of Thornfield Hall, which she has set afire. It is significant that violence in Wide Sargasso Sea
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causes one to notice that similar circumstances occur in Jane Eyre’s crucial and parallel scenes. Rochester’s
violent denial of Antoinette’s exoticism is the result of his own identity crisis as an Englishman in the West
Indies. After the pains of Antoinette’s racially and socially tense upbringing, Rochester’s refusal to love
Antoinette for herself causes the final disintegration of Antoinette’s identity.
Furthermore, Antoinette lacks a strong mother figure; her only female role model is Christophine, who
is an unattainable model because of her blackness. Both Annette and Christophine were born in Martinique
and ostracized for their francophoneorigin in the Anglophone West Indies.Not only Antoinette but her
biological and surrogate mother are also searching their identity among the Jamician patriarchal society. In the
process of searching her identity Annette got married with different persons. Without getting her identity
Annette died. Annette’s daughter, Antoinette has a model for seeking her reflection as a means of defining
herself. Her mother also attempts to do the same thing. When the family is rejected by Englishsociety,
Antoinette explains what occurs in the Cosway household: “I got used to asolitary life, but my mother still
planned and hoped – perhaps she had to every time shepassed a looking glass” (10). Annette recognizes
herself through her role insociety, and seeing herself dressed in fine clothing reinforces her perception of
herself asa socialite. However, Rhys’s use of the words “had to” implies that if Annette doesnot plan and hope
she will not produce the identity in the mirror. In other words, themirror image relates Annette’s identity to her
social status as a married woman, vouchedfor and protected by an Englishman. Gilbert and Gubar, in a
femimst crtique of fairy tales, assert to be “caught and trapped in a mirror [. . .] is to be driven inward,
obsessively studying self-images as if seeking a viable self” (337). For Annette, the mirror becomes a symbol
of her dual existence; a physical, although elusive, representation of her divided self. Even if it is
misrecognition, Annette must defineherself through the society in which she moves. If the mirror were to
produce an alteredpersona that of the shunned “Martinique girl” (9). Annette would lose her senseof self.
After the burning of Coulibri, Annette stops trying to locate her reflection, hersurrender to the struggle for
identity causes the society to label her insane. This ultimateescape from the search for reflection also
influences Antoinette’s adult life.
Christophine struggles to get her identity and to save her identity in her own ways. She is conscious
and experienced women. For christophine money is self-identity to save her identity she didn’t get marry.
Moreover, most of the characters of wide Sargasso Sea are haunted by the lack of identity. The unnamed
English husband of Antoinette (Mr. Rochester), Daniel Cosway, Richard Mason, Alexander Cosway, and Mr.
Mason are also searching their self through different ways.Rochester, the youngest son of a wealthy
Englishman, travels to the West Indies for financial independence, as his older brother will inherit his father’s
estate. He is searching the best means of inheriting the property and gets success when he married with
Antoinette. Homi K. Bhabha with his theory of ‘hybridity’talks about the improbability of the direct
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construction of the selves. He illustrates that “The colonialist identity for the colonizer also breaks out with his
arrival to thecolonial lands” (97). Rochester’s arrival of the Carrabin Island and marriage with Antoinette
questions his colonialist identity. His identity becomes hybrid and within this hybrid identity he is seeking his
self.
Moreover, after the marriage with unnamed English manAntoinette lost her remaining identity and
owns self. Her unnamed husband got all her property and steals her remaining self. Then she is confined in the
attic of England. Unlike Bronte’s Bertha, Antoinette is narrating the last part of the novel sitting at the attic. At
the last of the novel, she fired the house and vanishes towards dark with a candle in her hand.“But I shielded it
with my hand and it burned up again to light me along the dark passage” (112). This line specifies that
Antoinette is moving ahead in search of her self-identity. Her journey is still continuing. Though, she got the
voice but her identity is still determined by the same patriarchal society.
Antoinette’s struggle for an identity has been illustrated by her dreams also. Once her personality
disappears from the surface and she becomes “mad,” the reader has only Antoinette’s flooded thoughts to
demonstrate her inner confusion and ultimately successful psychological liberation. In her final dream,
Antoinette imagines that she escapes from Grace Poole’s guard and descends from the attic to the lower floors.
As she explains, “[…] it seemed to me that someone was following me, someone was chasing me, laughing.
Sometimes I looked to the right or to the left but I never looked behind me for I did not want to see that ghost
of a woman who they say haunts the place” (111). However, Antoinette does see her: “It was then that I saw
her-the ghost. The woman with streaming hair. She was surrounded by a gilt frame but I knew her” (112). In
this scene, the ghost serves as a voicing agent, rather than as a device for inner self-discovery. Baer interprets
the significance of the woman in the “gilt frame:” “Earlier in the novel, (Antoinette) saw the real Antoinette
point out of a window and she became Bertha, the identity Rochester imposed upon her. Now, she sees the
ghost…in a mirror; by exteriorizing the image imposed on her, she reclaims herself” (143). This analysis
drives this point to explain Antoinette’s liberation from her confidence on mirrors, as well.
Conclusion
To sum up, all the characters in Wide Sargasso Sea search their self-identity but no one is success to
achieveit completely. Due to the lack of self-identity all the charactersin the novel have fragmented and
ambiguous life. Rhys gives voice to the voiceless characters but their voice is identity less. In the intertextual
level this novel parodies the colonized and colonizers relationship. When Antoinette decides to jump into the
pool to join Tia again, she is at last deciding who she is. By escaping “the man who hated me” (Rochester) and
his cries for “Bertha,” Antoinette makes a conscious refusal to be Bertha. Antoinette finally claims her
identity, although she makes use of a mirror to do so, she does not seek its reflection rather she expels it.
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Despite the numerous attempts to fill the gap of self-identity, Rhys‘s quest is not completely successful in the
novel. Only through death Antoinette can escape her dependence on her outward reflection, and actively
control how her identity is determined.
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Abstract
In this paper, I aim to discuss the various models of leadership development. For this, I selected leadership
development-related books and articles from the internet and library. This study is mostly based on the Bush
(2008) leadership and management in education. I made different “themes” from the data to meet my research
objective. It has been revealed that among the various leaderships, Managerial leadership is a process of
identifying the needs, goal setting, and priority setting, budgeting implementing, and evaluating.
Transformation is concerned with common values and shared interests. There are commitments and capacities
of organizational power and authority sharing by collegial. This is the continuation of leadership. Participative
leadership is the process of deciding by the group. There is equal participation in decision-making.
Democratic participation principles will increase school effectiveness. Interpersonal leadership is related to
self-awareness, engagement with other, collaboration and interpersonal relationship. Intuitive behavior is
derived from sophisticated relations with the collegial. Transactional leadership is related to the political
model. Postmodern leadership focuses on the diversity of individuality and avoids the hierarchy. Instructional
leadership is related to the teaching-learning process and establishes the relationship between teachers and
students. Similarly, contingent leadership is dependent on the situation of the school.
Keywords: Leadership development, Managerial leadership, Transformational leadership, Interpersonal
leadership, Postmodern leadership, instructional leadership

Introduction
In this paper, I have discussed the model for leadership in educational institutions. I explore the ways
leadership by our educational institutional practices. There is the various model of leadership. We knew by
various names: managerial, participative, transformational interpersonal, transactional, postmodern,
contingency, moral and instructional leadership. For this discussion, I selected Bush's (2003) purpose, model.
Effective leadership is fundamental to successful schools and education systems. There is an emerging
consensus about the main constituents of leadership. There is much less clarity about which behaviors are
most likely to produce the most favorable outcomes. Awareness of alternative approaches to leadership is
essential to inform the design and development of programs for aspiring and practicing leaders.
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There is no single all-embracing, the theory of educational leadership. The various theories of
educational leadership and management reflect very different ways of understanding and interpreting events
and behavior in schools and colleges. Waite (2002, p.66) refers to ‘paradigm wars’ in describing disagreement
between academics holding different positions on theory and research in educational administration (Bush,
2008). The following models are based on broad compilations of the main theories of educational leadership
and management. The main theories of educational leadership and management are based on a systematic
review of the literature and research (Bush, 2003 and 2008).

My aim for this study is to explore the models of leadership development.
Method
This paper is about the discussion of the model of leadership development. I have gone through
different websites, books, and articles to study leadership development and make them comfortable in
exploring their ideas. To make the study more explicit I decided to reach information from related books and
articles of concern. So, I needed secondary information is collect information. Documentation is one of the
most sources for this study. I tried to find out the model of leadership development. The analysis is carried out
through multiple readings and interpretations of the related information. I tried to make different “themes”
from the information or data which is related to my research objective.
Result and Discussion
There are different models of leadership. Here, this paper is discussing by supporting the Bush (2003)
purpose themes.
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Managerial leadership
Managerial leadership assumes that the focus of leaders ought to be on functions, tasks, and behaviors.
Managerial leadership also assumes that the behavior of organizational members is largely rational. Authority
and influence are allocated to formal positions in proportion to the status of those positions in the
organizational hierarchy (Leith wood, et al. 1999: 14). This is a formal model which assumes that
organizations are hierarchical systems in which managers use rational means to pursue agreed goals. Heads
possess authority legitimized by their formal positions within the organization and accountable to sponsoring
bodies for the activities of their institutions. (Bush 2003, p.37, 2008, p.11). Likewise, Caldwell (1992: 16–17)
argues that managers and leaders of self-managing schools must be able to develop and implement a cyclical
process involving seven managerial functions, such as: goal setting, need identification, priority setting,
planning, budgeting, implementing, and evaluating.
Managerial leadership is focused on managing existing activities successfully rather than visioning a
better future for the school. Managerial leadership assumes that the focus of leaders ought to be on functions,
tasks, and behaviors. Managerial leadership also assumes that the behavior of organizational members is
largely rational. Authority and influence are allocated to formal positions in proportion to the status of those
positions in the organizational hierarchy (Leithwood, et al. 1999, p.14). Managerial leadership is focused on
managing existing activities successfully rather than visioning a better future for the school.
Transformational Leadership
Bush (2003) links three leadership models to his ‘collegial’ management model. The first of these is
‘transformational leadership. This form of leadership assumes that the central focus of leadership ought to be
the commitments and capacities of organizational members. The transformational model is comprehensive and
it provides a normative approach to school leadership, which focuses primarily on the process by which
leaders seek to influence school outcomes rather than the nature or direction of those outcomes.
Transformational leadership is consistent with the collegial model and it assumes that leaders and staff have
shared values and common interests. When it works well, it has the potential to engage all stakeholders in the
achievement of educational objectives. Caldwell and Spinks (1992: 49–50) argues that transformational
leadership is essential for autonomous schools. Leith wood (1994) conceptualizes transformational leadership
along eight dimensions: building school vision, establishing school goals, providing intellectual stimulation,
offering individualized support, modeling the best practices and important organizational values,
demonstrating high-performance expectations, creating a productive school culture, developing structures, and
to foster participation in school decisions.
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Transformational leadership is consistent with the collegial model and assumes that leaders and staff
have shared values and common interests. When it works well, it has the potential to engage all stakeholders
for the achievement of educational objectives. The aim of leaders and followers coalesce to such an extent that
it may be realistic to assume a harmonious relationship and a genuine convergence leading to the agreed
decisions. Transformation is a cloak for imposing leaders’ or governments’ values, then the process is political
rather than collegial.
Participative Leadership
Participative leadership assumes that the decision-making processes of the group ought to be the central focus
of the group (Leith wood, et al.1999: 12). This model is underpinned by three assumptions: Participation will
increase school effectiveness, Participation is justified by democratic principles, in the context of site-based
management, leadership is potentially available to any legitimate stakeholder (Leithwood, et al. 1999, p.12).
People are more likely to accept and implement decisions in which they have participated, particularly
where these decisions relate directly to the individual’s job.
Sergiovanni (1984: 13) points to the importance of a participative approach. This will succeed in ‘bonding’
staff together and in easing the pressures on school principals. ‘The burdens of leadership will be less if
leadership functions and roles are shared and if the concept of leadership density were to emerge as a viable
replacement for principal leadership’ (ibid).
Interpersonal Leadership
Interpersonal leadership links to collegiality in that it stresses the importance of collaboration and
interpersonal relationships (Tuohy and Coghlan, 1997). Interpersonal leadership and its contribution are to a
collegial approach to school management. Head-teachers are leading within the staff with strong interpersonal
relationships.
Transactional Leadership
Transactional leadership is leadership, in which relationships with teachers are based upon exchange
for some valued resource. Transactional leadership is an exchange process. Exchange is an established
political strategy for members of organizations. As Miller and Miller’s (2001) definition implies, transactional
leadership does not produce a long-term commitment to the values and vision being promoted by school
leaders. Exchange is an established political strategy for members of organizations. Heads and principals
possess authority arising from their positions as the formal leaders of their institutions. They also hold power
in the form of key rewards such as promotion and references are dedicated to the staff. However, the head
requires the co-operation of staff to secure the effective management of the school.
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Postmodern Leadership
Keough and Tobin (2001, p.2) claimed that ‘current postmodern culture celebrates the multiplicity of
subjective truths as defined by experience and revels in the loss of absolute authority. They identify several
key features of postmodernism: Language does not reflect reality. Reality does not exist; there are multiple
realities, any situation is open to multiple interpretations, situations must be understood at the local level with
particular attention to diversity. The postmodern model offers few clues to how leaders are expected to operate
(Ibid). The most useful point to emerge such analyses is that leaders should respect and focus attention on, the
diverse and individual perspectives of stakeholders. Starratt (2001) aligns postmodernity with democracy and
advocates a ‘more consultative, participatory, inclusionary stance’ (p. 348), an approach that is consistent with
participative leadership. Postmodern theories of leadership take the focus off vision and place it squarely on
voice. Instead of a compelling vision articulated by leaders, there are multiple visions and diverse cultural
meanings.
Postmodern leaders should respect and give attention to the diverse and individual perspectives of
stakeholders. They should also be avoided reliance on the hierarchy. Starratt (2001) aligns postmodernity with
democracy and advocates a ‘more consultative, participatory, inclusionary stance’ (p. 348), an approach that is
consistent with participative leadership. ‘Leaders must pay attention to the cultural and symbolic structure of
meaning construed by individuals and groups.
Moral Leadership
This model assumes that the critical focus of leadership ought to be on the values, beliefs, and ethics of
leaders themselves. Authority and influence are to be derived from defensible conceptions of what is right or
good (Leithwood, et al. 1999, p.10). Sergiovanni (1984, p.10) stresses that ‘excellent schools have central
zones. Values and beliefs are taken on sacred or cultural characteristics.
West-Burnham’s (1997) category is ‘moral confidence’, the capacity to act in a way that consistent
with an ethical system and consistent over time. The morally confident leader is someone who demonstrates
causal consistency between principle and practice, applies principles to new situations, creates shared
understanding and a common vocabulary, explains and justifies decisions in moral terms, sustain principles
over time, reinterpret and restate principles as necessary (West-Burnham 1997, p.241). These heads
demonstrate certain values and beliefs through their words and deeds: inclusivity, equal opportunities, equity
or justice, high expectations, engagement with stakeholders, co-operation, teamwork, commitment, and
understanding. In nutshell, Sergiovanni (1991) argues that both moral and managerial leadership are required
to develop a learning community.
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Instructional Leadership
Instructional leadership differs from the other models reviewed because it focuses on the direction of
influence rather than its nature and source. The increasing emphasis on managing teaching and learning as the
core activities of educational institutions has led to this approach being emphasized.
Hallinger (1992a) argues that instructional leadership has been supplanted by transformational
leadership in the USA. Southworth (2002, p.79) says that ‘instructional leadership is strongly concerned with
teaching and learning including the professional learning of teachers as well as student growth. Bush and
Glover’s (2003) definition stresses the direction of the influence process. Instructional leadership focuses on
teaching and learning and on the behavior of teachers in working with students. Leaders’ influence is targeted
at student learning via teachers. The emphasis is on the direction and impact of influence rather than the
influence process itself (Bush & Glover, 2003, p.10). Moreover, Hill (2001) focuses that school leaders may
lack sufficient knowledge of teaching and learning to provide adequate, let alone successful, instructional
leadership.
Contingent Leadership
This is also called opportunist leadership. Some focus on the process by which influence is exerted
while others emphasize one or more dimensions of leadership. However, none of these models provide a
complete picture of school leadership. As Lambert (1995, p.9) notes, there is ‘no single best type. The
contingent model provides an alternative approach, recognizing the diverse nature of school contexts and the
advantages of adapting leadership styles to the particular situation, rather than adopting a ‘one size fits all’
stance.
This approach assumes that what is important and how leaders respond to the unique organizational
circumstances or problems. There is wide variation in the context for leadership and that to be effective these
contexts require different leadership responses individuals providing leadership. Effective leaders are
continuously reading the situation and evaluating how to adapt their behavior to it’. Leadership requires the
effective diagnosis of problems, followed by adopting the most appropriate response to the issue or situation
(Morgan, 1997).
Linking the Models to Leadership Development
Leadership can be understood as a process of influence based on clear values and beliefs and leading to
a ‘vision’ for the school. The vision is articulated by leaders who seek to gain the commitment of staff and
stakeholders to the ideal of a better future for the school, students, and stakeholders. Bush and Glover (2003),
collectively suggest that concepts of school leadership are complex and diverse. They provide clear normative
frameworks by which leadership can be understood. This analysis provides a starting point for linking the
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models to leadership development. If the principal’s role is primarily about the implementation of policy
determined outside the school, for example by national, provincial, or local government, then leadership
development should be primarily focused on developing ‘managerial leadership.
Improving the quality of learning requires an approach to leadership development, which focuses on
‘instructional leadership’. This means attempting to change the mindset of leaders to regard the processes of
teaching and learning as central to their role, rather than simply leaving such matters to classroom teachers. As
we noted earlier, however, this model relates to the direction rather than the process of leadership.
Transformational leadership is currently in vogue as it accords closely with the present emphasis on
vision as the central dimension of leadership. Successful leaders are expected to engage with staff and other
stakeholders to produce higher levels of commitment to achieving the goals of the organization which, in turn,
are linked to the vision. As Miller and Miller (2001, p. 182) suggest, through the transforming process, the
motives of the leader and follower merge.
There is evidence to suggest that transformational leadership is effective in improving student
outcomes (Leithwood, 1994) but it may be manipulated to serve external requirements.
The transactional leadership model assumes that relationships with teachers and other stakeholders are
based on a process of exchange. Leaders offer rewards or inducements to followers rather than seeking to
improve their commitment or motivation, as in the transformational model. The main limitation of the
transactional model is that the exchange is often short-term and limited to the specific issue under discussion.
It does not produce a long-term commitment to the values and vision being promoted by school leaders. While
a measure of exchange is inevitable for school leaders, it does not seem to be appropriate to include such
approaches within leadership development programs.
Postmodern leadership focuses on multiple individual perceptions. There is no absolute truth, only a
set of individual insights (Source?). There are multiple visions and diverse cultural meanings instead of a
single vision enunciated by leaders. The main limitation of this model is that it offers few guidelines for
leadership action and development programs can make and use of it only by stressing the need to deal with
people as individuals rather than as an undifferentiated group.
Contingent leadership acknowledges the diverse nature of school contexts and the advantages of
adapting leadership styles to the particular situation, rather than adopting a ‘one size fits all’ stance. As
Leithwood, et al. (1999, p.15) suggested ‘what is important, how leaders respond to the unique organizational
circumstances or problems’. The educational context is too complex and unpredictable for a single leadership
approach to be adopted for all events and issues. Given the turbulent environment, leaders need to be able to
‘read’ the situation and adopt the most appropriate response. Contingent leadership, then, is not a single model
but represents a mode of responsiveness, which requires effective diagnosis followed by careful selection of
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the most appropriate leadership style. It is pragmatic rather principled and can be criticized for having no overt
sense of the ‘big picture. In preparing leaders, the focus should be on situational analysis and careful
adaptation of leadership approaches to the specific event or situation.
Conclusion
From the above discussion, there are different models of leadership; managerial, participative,
transformational interpersonal, transactional, postmodern, contingency, moral and instructional leadership
(Bush, 2003). The various theories of educational leadership and management reflect very different ways of
understanding and interpreting events and behavior in schools and colleges. Waite (2002, p.66) refers to
‘paradigm wars’ describing disagreement between academics holding different positions on theory and
research in educational administration (Bush, 2008).
The main theories of educational leadership and management are based on a systematic review of the literature
and research (Bush, 2003 & Bush, 2008). Managerial leadership assumes that the focus of leaders ought to be
on functions, tasks, and behaviors. Managerial leadership also assumes that the behavior of organizational
members is largely rational. Caldwell (1992, pp. 16–17) argues that managers and leaders of self-managing
schools must be able to develop and implement a cyclical process involving seven managerial functions.
Transformational leadership assumes that the central focus of leadership ought to be the commitments and
capacities of organizational members. The transformational model is comprehensive in that it provides a
normative approach to school leadership, which focuses primarily on the process by which leaders seek to
influence school outcomes rather than on the nature or direction of those outcomes. Transformational
leadership is consistent with the collegial model in that it assumes that leaders and staff have shared values
and common interests.
Participative leadership assumes that the decision-making processes of the group ought to be the central focus
of the group. Interpersonal leadership links to collegiality in that stresses the importance of collaboration and
interpersonal relationships (Tuohy & Coghlan, 1997). Interpersonal leadership and its contribution are to a
collegial approach to school management.
Transactional leadership is leadership in which relationships with teachers are based upon exchange for some
valued resource. Transactional leadership is an exchange process. Exchange is an established political strategy
for members of organizations.
Postmodernity leadership is more democratic and advocates a ‘more consultative, participatory, inclusionary
stance’ (p. 348), an approach that is consistent with participative leadership. Leaders must pay attention to the
cultural and symbolic structure of meaning construed by individuals and groups. Moral leadership assumes
that the critical focus of leadership ought to be on the values, beliefs, and ethics of leaders themselves. Values
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and beliefs are taken on sacred or cultural characteristics. Instructional leadership differs from the other
models reviewed because it focuses on the direction of influence, rather than its nature and source. The
increasing emphasis on managing teaching and learning as the core activities of educational institutions has
led to this approach being emphasized. Contingent leadership is also called opportunist leadership. Some focus
on the process by which influence is exerted while others emphasize one or more dimensions of leadership.
However, none of these models provide a complete picture of school leadership.
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Abstract
This paper projects that Sylvia Plath harshly attacks repressive patriarchal society which has not only rendered
women as sub-human, inferior, mysterious, and uncertain but also has rendered the female insignificant. This
research exposes the discrimination and violence acted out to females and their bodies. While exposing this,
Plath raises her voice vehemently against patriarchy, which reflects her attempt to claim female identity and
subjectivity as separate niche. This issue is analyzed through the theoretical framework of gender study and
feminism. The present paper highlights Plath's selected poetic creations; “Ariel”, “Tulips”, “I Want I Want."
Keywords: demonization, patriarchy, discrimination, violence, identity
Revolt Against Patriarchal Supremacy
Sylvia Plath’s poems are the outcome to the 1950s repressive patriarchal society which has not only
rendered women as sub-human, inferior, mysterious and uncertain but also it has ignored the female body and
“othered” as well as their power is aborted. In the “collected poems”, Plath exposes the discrimination and
violence meted out to females and their bodies. While exposing this, Plath raises her vehemently voice against
patriarchy, which reflects her attempt to claim female identity and subjectivity as separate niche.
One of the most controversial of twentieth century American poets, Sylvia Plath is mostly interpreted
as a confessional poet whose poems are the expression of her personal anguish and fragmentation. But this
research attempts to prove that with her expression, there is the interplay of dominant discourses of her time
and her own personal confessional incorporates the age long excruciating pain endless sufferings of all women
of her time. So, her poems are the platform where she stands to raise the voice of resistance against the
oppressive patriarchy.
Plath’s poems are the voice of marginalized and suppressed women. These are the voice of oppressed,
marginalized, and sidelined group during the 1950s in America. The age-old male domination is responsible
for all this. Male wanted to prove their suppression and subordination over women and their own superiority
in the binary opposition: male\female, center\margin, strong\feeble, and so on. In the social hierarchy the
males were superior position and it was to be continued to exercise power over women. So, to fulfill all of
these needs male had circulated the patriarchal ideology through various medium. According to this ideology,
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women are always defined as passive, submissive, doll, docile, weak and so on. The revolutionary spirit like
Plath could not bear any type of domination and oppression from males. Therefore, as a medium to circulate
the anti-patriarchal ideology, Plath chose poetry. The poetic devices themselves are loaded with political
power. As a result, Plath’s thrist for controlling over socio-political forces can be vividly seen in her poems.
In such a situation, the purpose of resistance the patriarchal ideology is to assert her feminine identity.
By staging rebellion against patriarchal norms and values, Plath is in quest of socio-economic power. Her
poems speak not only for her own freedom but also they are the voice of all women to acquire equal social,
economic and political power as men have. This quest clearly shows her politics of writing poetry. In a sense,
these poems are the voice of neglected, marginalize, oppressed, dissatisfied group – women-rising to have
equal sharing over all of the socio-economic and politico-cultural forces. Here lies the body politics of Plath
beyond her personal confession. Hence, her poems are both influenced by and influence the social
circumstances of the period where she was living in. For this purpose of examining her concern for feminist
identity, the study delimits itself to the study of Plath’s selected poems;“Ariel”, “Tulips”, and “I Want, I
Want."
"Ariel" is one of the revolutionary poem in Palth's collection. Palth herself is the speaker of the very
poem and reflects her rage against patriarchal society of the then condemned period. She wrides a flying
gigantic horse which is merely controlled by the speaker. The name of the furious horse is 'Ariel" the nameis
adopted from the mythic horse 'Ariel.' The speaker of this poem acts everything radically, where she assume to
destroy the stereotypical belief and practices and ingtends to establish entirely new system in the society. The
narrator wishes to generate freedom among men and women following the democratic notion of equal rights
and opportunities. It conveys the feeling of lack of control, the speaker is not able to control the horse and tries
unsuccessfully to hold on to his “brown arc neck” (Line 9), of getting away or escaping, of leaving everything
behind and perhaps even creating a new identity. The speaker desires to break all the obstacles and chains that
bind all the submissive women of this universe tightly. She wants to release all those sufferers from that knot.
In this way releasing all those victims from the traditional and conservative web, the speaker declares to
establish democratic and humanistic land of freedom. In the same token, the speaker challenges to smash the
traditional roles and duties of women created by patriarchal society. The simple words like “child's cry” (Line
24) draw the attention of the readers where the speaker challenges all the assigned motherly duties and
responsibilities; child bearing, caring the babies, engaging in domestic activities, satisfying the need of
husband and other family members and socity.
On the other hand, there is a notion of power; the speaker is invested with power – she is able to escape
reality and perhaps create a new one- one in which she will be dominant and will invest complete power. The
alter of images following one another in rapid series and the quick pace of change gives to the readers again
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the impression that the speaker is flying on the horse and wants to move ahead and escape in the horizon. The
question which crossed my mind is whether this escape is a metaphorical one- from her reality and duties, or is
it an actual desire to get away from this world- a desire for death. Sylvia Plath committed suicide a few
months after this poem was written. This idea of leaving the world and its duties, traditions and customs can
also be seen in the image of Godiva unpeeling "Dead hands, dead stringencies" (Line 21). Yet, when the
speaker flies into the red eye (which I observe as the rising sun), this can be seen both as having her wish
granted- dying by burning from the sun's heat or a rebirth- dying only to be born again out of the ashes. It is
sounds a metaphorical death in which the speaker to peel off all social constraints, duties and limitations. This
notion of rebirth seems to be expressed in her hopeful ending- " the cauldron of morning" (Line 31) in which
the sun rising in the morning reflects the hopeful rebirth and re-illumination of another day. The poem, which
is written in a dual or double voice, contains both a female voice and language full of feminine and sexual
images.
Palth's selected poems sometimes evoke the voice of radical change and gender as well as sexual
freedom. Some poems arise the sexual zeal and physical relationship. For example, "God's lioness", "Thighs,
hair, flakes from my heels" (Line 18) arouses a sexual association, Godiva," and “the child's cry" – feminine
duties. Additionally the poem proposes on, the one hand to convey a feeling of helplessness and fragility of
the woman rider who has to struggle for control over her horse. On the contrary, there is the impression of
supremacy, power and control which are predictably male qualities. She wants not only to escape but also to
be like an arrow which is endowed with that force and even manages to become one for a while which
indicates the speaker's desire of acting like a man.Yet, soon after she returns to the female fragility of the dew
– which will surely be consumed by the sun. There is a constant battle of forces between the fragile woman
speaker and the male stronger forces such as the horse and the sun. In relation to Elaine Showalter's article,
"what comes into focus in this poem is the cultural and feminine chores which Sylvia Plath abandons and
wishes to escape, and the use of the body as a source of imagery" (8). As Showalter suggested that "women
writers have their own unique language which is based on feminine experience" (9). Sylvia Plath speaks a
language endowed with feminine notions. Moreover, she makes a vast use of the wild zone mentioned by
Showalter and within this zone tries to break free from convention. In this poem, the poet becomes critical
regarding the roles of moen which is not clearly indicated while discussing about various roles. Either the
speaker is in favor of revolutionary woman or just is burning from the sexual zeal to be fulfilled it is not
clearly mention. As Susan Bordo asserts, the power relations between the dominant group and women do not
always imply that women are always dominated by the dominant group – although it is conventionally so.
Thus, in Ariel the speaker does not allow the dominant group to overcome her and takes control by escape.
Sylvia Plath's obsession with control, as seen in this poem, ended in a state of gaining control – death or
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abandonment of conventional life. This may seem parallel to the anorectic woman who seeks for control over
her physical hunger and her body. As soon as the goal is attained, the anorectic woman gains a feeling of
accomplishment and control just as Sylvia Plath has a feeling of hope and accomplishment at the end of Ariel.
When Bordo defines anorexia "as a rebellious act against social conventions of the full figured, domestic
female figure" (12), this is highly echoed in Ariel in which we observe the speaker as a rebellious figure,
denying conventional social roles and seeking to escape.
Similar types of idea appear in the next poem of Sylvia Plath," Tulips". In this poem the speaker is
hospitalized but she is feeling happy and prosperous because she is free from all kinds of worldly tensions and
subordinations. She states: "I am nobody; I have nothing to do with explosions have given my name and my
day-clothes up to the nurses . . ." However, this quietness is disrupted by the red tulips which were sent by her
husband, invading her privacy and feeling of detachment from the world, reminding her of the outside world
which she is currently separated from. The idea of lying in bed being ill is parallel to Susan Bordo's notion of
"the nature of anorexia as a rebellious reaction to social norms" (11). The speaker in this poem attempts to get
rid from this worldly tension and wishes to be free from any kind of biasness, domination, prejudice and
violence. It seems that the speaker wants to be irresponsible of any type of familial duties.
At the beginning of the poem, Plath evokes her total stillness and submissiveness, allowing herself to
be completely taken care of by others "my body is a pebble to them. . . ". The indifference towards all kinds of
roles and responsibilities are accompanied with the idea what Showalter mentions in relation to "the cultural
realm of difference in female literature, which is influenced by the cultural roles of women" (4). Here, Plath
has found a way to escape her domestic errands. This situation is her wild zone in which she is able to fulfill
her desires. This is why she is so aggressive at the invasion of the tulips of the new world she has momentarily
created for herself. The red tulips, disrupting the whiteness and purity of the hospital room, are a symbol of the
outside room, her family and reminders of the social responsibilities which are inclined within her and she will
have to return to. By attacking even the pictures of her husband and child " their smile catch onto my skin,
little smiling hooks", she makes this idea very clear .As the poem proceeds, she personifies the tulips ". . . hear
them breathe…redness talks to my wound…now I am watched . . ." and blames them for consuming her
oxygen and choking her. Like in "Ariel", this escape from domestic and social traditional roles can be seen
also in the light of Elaine Showalter's article who cites Shirley and Edwin Ardener who perceived the female
"wild zone" as a situation created by women where they do not wish to be interrupted by the male. The tulips,
sent by the male – her husband are in fact trespassing into her wild zone where men have no place. This "wild
zone", besides being an escape can also be regarded as a yield for death. She is situated in state of not living,
being underwater "the water went over my head", feeling numb seems close to being dead. Death is
symbolized by the whiteness and purity of the hospital – opposed to the living red tulips. The idea of quietness
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and purity of death as a goal may be echoed in Bordo's perception of the anorectic's feeling of control over
physical limitations which death is apparently one of them and may be seen as the highest form of control.
In the poem titled “I Want, I Want”, Plath glorifies the act of giving birth to the new-born baby calling
it God. Here, Plath celebrates her own power of being able to create new life, which men lack. And she calls
the baby god, as she writes, “the baby god / immense, bald” (line 2). This is the celebration and glorification
of women’s bodily power. In terms of the glory, men are by nature deprived. This certainly helps women to
assert themselves in male-dominated society. The third line which reads the baby “cried out for the mother’s
dug” (line 3) emphasizes the fact that it is the mother and her bodily power which gives the baby life. The
mother’s role is vital in making a baby’s life sustainable. The mother’s breasts are compared with “the dry
volcanoes”, which possess an unimaginable feminine power, as Plath says, “the dry volcanoes cracked and
spit” (line 4).
Plath, in the second and the third stanzas, shows the role of father unimportant. Plath writes that when
the baby “cries for the father’s blood”, he engaged in, otherwise other activities such as in “setting wasp, wolf,
and Shark to work, and in “engineering the gaknet’s beak” (line 7-8). In the final stanza, Plath describes the
father as “the inveterate patriarch”, who out of jealousy of the mother shows his male power as he “raises his
men of skin and bone” (line 9-10). Plath describes the jealous father who does not want to see the creation and
involves himself in other activities, flexing his muscles Plath writes:
Dry-eyed, the inveterate patriarch
Raised his men of skin and bone,
Barbs on the crown of gilded wire,
Thorns on the bloody rose-stem. (106)
In these lines Plath uses female voice and language which is full of feminine and sexual images, and there she
presents a rebellious figure, who denies the conventional social roles and seeks to escape to create her own
identity. She attacks patriarchy and tries to escape from feminine roles. In “I Want, I Want” and “Ariel”, she
glorifies feminine bodily power of giving birth to males themselves.
Conclusion
To sum up, Plath’s poems have very implicitly circulated the feminist ideology by criticizing the
patriarchal ideology. Plath’s collected poems, thus, are linked with female’s the body politics and sexuality
directly. These poems fully support the purpose of modern feminists’ movement, providing females with
socio-economic and politico-cultural rights in the society. These poems raise the issues such as the need of
independent identity of women, enough space for women to exercise in the society. The purpose of all these
issues is to empower women and subvert the reigning ideology that female body is weak, alien and inferior.
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Finally, Plath’s anti-patriarchal theme is buttressed by the use of various literary devices like images,
metaphors, allusions, symbols and so on.
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Abstract
Lockdown and physical distancing practices due to COVID situation provided support and compulsory
platform to turn physical classes into digital classes and room-based teaching learning activities into zoombased teaching learning activities. To blend the teaching learning activities in long term, the perception and
attitude of students and faculty need to be identifed. This paper explores the real mindset of higher levels
students toward online class. Primary data based descriptive research design with quantitative approach is
used in this research. This study focuses on perception of students in the context of ease of use and usefulness
and on attitude of them toward use of online class. There is high degree of positive correlation. Perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use have statistically significant relationship with attitude towards e-learning
practices. This study provides the concrete ideas for higher level education planning and management.
Keywords: education, e-learning, teaching learning activities, technology
Background of the Study
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) tend to bring a positive vibration on education
delivering system. Different universities, colleges, schools and educational institutions are practising ICT to
uplift the mode and standard of delivering of knowledge and skills. Use and essentialities of ICT on education
is being accepted as a paradigm shift in education sector. According to Vonderwell and Turner (2005), the
convergence of developments in technology, instruction and pedagogy have stimulated a new paradigm for
teaching learning activities. This evolution has not only occurred in the education sector, many organizations
have also adopted technology-based classroom instructions to enhance learning and knowledge development
(Yoo, et al, 2012).
Many educational institutions of Nepal are trying to use ICT and online classes. There could be
challenges with regard to promoting online education in developing countries like Nepal. A survey on staff
and students from three Nigerian universities revealed that the low acceptance of e-learning was due to the low
awareness level, low computer literacy level, unreliable platform and Internet services, and the high cost of
implementation (Folorunso, Ogunseye, & Sharma, 2006). Such types of obstacles have been faced by other
many developing countries. Iqbal and Ahmad (2010) in Pakistan found that the universities faced the barriers
due to infrastructure, students’ limited access to computer, untrained instructors, and cultural beliefs. There
could be many other issues related to mother tongue, curriculum, teaching learning pedagogy, nature of course
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contents, electricity supply, internet assess etc. In this research, I will try to identify various factors which
influence the perception and readiness to attain online classes. In Cameroon two-third of the students were not
familiar with the concept of e-learning and that 17 % of students did not own a personal computer (Bediang et
al. 2013). This scenario might be similar in the context of Nepal.
Online learning is highly driven by computer and IT based knowledge. In this mode of learning,
learner may have high level of interest and motivation. Online learning courses had a positive influence on
students' motivation in learning (Cai, 2011). Positive motivation is likely to have significant role to create
active learning environment and to enhance learning outcomes. Higher level of motivation may lead to higher
devotion towards teaching learning activities. With the advancement in technology current education system
seems to be upgrading from conventional learning to e- learning. Flexibility in learning enhances performance
of learner which is offered by e-learning (Claude et al. 2018). Unlimited assess of online learning may provide
platform for optional choices for the learner.
Problem of statement
Whole world seems to be slowly getting rid of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus2 (SARS-CoV-2) commonly known as COVID-19. About a complete one year got damaged in terms of onclass teaching learning process. As a result, online mode of teaching learning activities became an alternative
with a lump of hope. This was mandatory for that time but with advancement of technology and open sources
of learning, online mode is realizing as good option to blend with physical mode of teaching learning
activities. In this context, this paper aims to explore the perception and readiness of the students to adopt
online mode on their learning process.
For the effective implementation of online classes, the challenges experienced in e-learning and
barriers need to be removed on the basis of specific contexts. There are many critical issues such as
investment, technologies, course curriculum, evaluation system, perception, attitude and readiness of users etc.
This research will identify the perception of learners towards online classes. With the increased reliance on
information systems in the classrooms, and to other sectors of the economy, identifying factors that impact
successful adoption and use is important (Yi & Hwang, 2003). Furthermore, this research will try to identify
real ground state for Nepal.
Many researches were already conducted on the same framework. But the context and condition are far
different from the previous ones. Respondents of this research were the bachelor and master level students
from different stream of different universities in Nepal. All respondents experienced on online classes and
were expected to have ideas about it. Variables of this research are cited through TAM. However, constructs
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are wisely arranged on the basis of current situation. With these all reasons, this research will be more reliable
and supportive to decision makers as well as fellow researchers.
Objectives
In general, this study aims to reveal the perception and attitude of higher levels students toward online mode
of teaching learning activities. The study has the following objectives:
1) To identify the association of perceived usefulness and attitude towards use of online mode of teaching
learning activities.
2) To identify the role of perceived ease of use and attitude toward online class.
Literature Review
Perception is recognition and interpretation of sensory information. Perception also includes how anybody
responds to the information. We can think of perception as a process where we take in sensory information
from the environment and use that information in order to interact with it. Perception allows us to take the
sensory information in and make it into something meaningful. When students’ perception of quality, and their
performance, were compared during traditional and online deliveries in the same course (the blended or hybrid
model), it was found that the online segments were as effective as the traditional segments (Kock, et al., 2007;
Meyer, 2003; Ryan, 2000). In my research context, I am interested to know about student’s perception toward
online education. Whether conduction of online classes by colleges and universities is meaningful or not.
Technological barriers are one of the most significant factors to influence satisfaction of faculty on
teaching learning activities (Shea, Pickett, and Li 2005). In same pattern learner’s perception will also be
influenced by easiness of use of technology. Bolliger and Wasilik (2009) also found that faculty were
dissatisfied if they thought that using a system would take more time or increase their workload, factors that
could be considered “ease” of use, especially if users were struggling to learn how to operate a system.
Another factor that should be considered in discussions of perceived ease of use is computer self-efficacy, or a
person’s beliefs about his or her competence using computers (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). To run the smooth
online learning, availability of technological devices, internet asses, power supply etc. are required.
Generally, technology acceptance model includes seven factors (subjective norm, voluntariness,
experience, image, job relevance, output quality, and result demonstrability). In this research, I just use four
factors (subjective norm, experience, image and quality output). Subjective norm means that the users’
understanding of the value of use. Administrators who communicated reasons for why faculty should teach
online could create a stronger subjective norm that might encourage faculty participation in online initiatives
(Betts & Heaston, 2014). This model confirmed that direct experience with technology affected users’
subsequent intentions to use that technology. Other research on online education reinforced this idea. Studies
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showed that faculty adapted well to the online environment and were more satisfied as they gained more
experience.
Research Design
A quantitative based descriptive design is used in this research. This research attempts to analyze the
perception and attitude of students toward online class. In this research, attitude towards use is taken as
dependent variable and perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are independent variables. This
research is close ended questionnaire survey based descriptive research in which 6 points Likert scale is used
to collect data.
Research Framework
In this research, technology acceptance model (TAM) is used as research framework. This model was
introduced by Davis, et al (1989). This model has been shown to be robust in predicting and explaining user
behavior, and has been used to explain and predict user behavior in multiplicity of technology contexts (Davis,
et al, 1989; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). TAM originated by Davis, et al (1989) and is further developed and
extended in several studies (Davis, et al, 2000; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Some constructs are removed as
appropriateness of study from TAM. In fig 1(a), research framework is shown:

Source: (Davis, et al 1989)

Instrument and Procedure
Questionnaire was developed to collect data which included four major sections: 1) demographics 2)
accessibility of computer and internet 3) perceived usefulness 4) perceived ease of use and 5) attitude towards
use of online mode of teaching learning activities. The demographics section included age, gender, academic
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level, employment status and marital status. In second section contained eight items to know the familiarity
with technology of the respondents in Yes/ No pattern cited from Ngampornchai & Adams (2016). This
section identified the status of familiarity of students with technology such as: MS word, MS excel, Internet,
text chat and video chat, search engine, web video, blog, and social media. Third and fourth section included
the items related to perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Total fourteen items, seven from perceived
usefulness and rest seven from perceived from ease of use were included and both were cited from Vitoria,
Mislinawati, & Nurmasyitah (2018). Items of perceived usefulness were featured on subjective norms,
experience, self-image and quality outputs. Items on perceived ease of use were featured on computer skill,
internet access and availability of devices. The last section of questionnaire was about attitude toward use
which included seven items cited from Mishra and Panda (2007). Six points Likert scale was used for section
three, four and five, and yes/no rating for section two.
Result and Discussion
Technology Friendliness
Data obtained from respondents show a very clear picture of friendliness of students with computer
and internet-based technology. Such a positive response on use of IT proofs that higher level students are
equipped and skilled for online practices. It definitely encouraged and motivated to adopt online mode of
teaching learning activities in coming days. Among eight sectors of computer and internet above 90%
responds rated positive in five sectors. These all five sectors belonged to internet which are: email, text and
voice chat, search engine, web video and social media.
SN

Items

Yes (%)

No (%)

1

Do you use Word processing (MS Word)?

81.5

18.5

2

Do you use E-mail?

99.0

1.0

3

Do you use Spreadsheet (MS Excel)?

69.0

31.0

4

Do you use text chat and voice chat?

96.8

3.2

5

Do you use Search Engine (Google, Yahoo)?

96.2

3.8

6

Do you use Web Video (YouTube)?

95.9

4.1

7

Do you use Blog (Blogger, Blogspot)?

22.3

77.7

8

Do you use Social Media (Facebook, Twitter)?

99.0

1.0

Perceived usefulness
Perceived usefulness contained seven items. The mean value of the responses of respondents were in
between slightly agree and agree in Likert-scale. Among them five items had mean more than 4 and less than
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5. Only two items, ‘improves motivation to learn’ and ‘improve interactions’ have the mean value 3.95 and
3.88. In overall, mean value reflect the agreed response on perceived usefulness. But standard deviation of all
items was more than 1 which means that there was quite large variation in responds of respondents.
SN

Items

Mean

Standard deviation

1

Broad sources of learning materials.

4.16

1.150

2

More time to explore learning sources.

4.37

1.023

3

Improves motivation to learn.

3.95

1.332

4

Independent learning.

4.31

1.231

5

Improve self-discipline.

4.12

1.305

6

Self-confidence development.

4.30

1.225

7

Improves interactions.

3.88

1.483

Perceived Ease of Use
Perceived ease of use also contained seven items with Likert-scale. Mean value of 5 items is more than 4 and
2 have less than 4 but with round off value is 4 that’s why all responds representing slightly agree and agree
responds. In this section, access of technology has the greatest mean and access of internet connection have
the lowest mean value. All items have more than 1 standard deviation which shows the variation in responds
of respondents.
SN

Items

Mean

Standard deviation

1

Technology access

4.51

1.213

2

Access learning materials

4.40

1.158

3

How to navigate

4.11

1.118

4

easy to do tasks

4.01

1.299

5

Internet connection

3.84

1.632

6

Ease my interactions

3.95

1.279

7

Encounter technical problems

4.41

1.191

Attitude towards Use
To check the e-learning using attitude of students, 7 items were included in this section. The mean
value of all items is more than 4, which means that all responds are in average of slightly agree and agree on
given statements. For the item of online learning develop confidence has greatest mean value, and in ‘it
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increased the interest in study’ has the lowest mean value. Comparatively the mean value of all items reflects
the more readiness towards online learning platform.
SN

Items

Mean

Standard deviation

1

Confident

4.63

1.158

2

Enjoy with ICT

4.26

1.108

3

As an opportunity

4.53

1.148

4

Enhances learning experience

4.47

1.055

5

Convenience

4.54

1.045

6

Quality of learning

4.35

1.191

7

Interested in study

4.21

1.190

Correlation analysis

Ease of
Usefulness use
Usefulness Pearson
Correlation

Attitude

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

Ease of use Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Attitude

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.491**

1

.000

.634**

.576**

.000

.000

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The correlation between attitude with perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use is 0.634 and 0.576 and
significance at 0.01 level. The value of correlation reflects the positive high degree of correlation between
dependent and independent variables.
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Regression analysis
1) Perceived usefulness as independent variable (X) and attitude toward use as dependent variable (Y):
Ŷ = 1.974

+ 0.590X

t = 11.390

14.442

P = .000

.000

R2 = 0.401

df= 312

Value of R2 i.e.; 0401 shows that among total variation in attitude 40.1% is explained by perceived usefulness,
which is quite good effect of independent variable in dependent variable. The regression coefficient of
perceived usefulness is 0.590, which shows that one unit change in perceived usefulness causes 0.590 units
change in overall attitude toward use for online mode of teaching learning activities. So, it can be concluded
that, perceived usefulness is a good predictor of attitude with significant impact.
The p-value of ANOVA table is 0.000 which is less than 0.01 that means the model is statistically
significant at 1% level of significance. It clarifies that, there is significant relationship between perceived
usefulness and attitude. Here, p-value is less than alpha value so, alternative hypothesis is accepted i.e.; there
is significant relationship in between perceived usefulness and attitude toward use of online mode on learning
activities by students.
2) Perceived ease of use as independent variable (X) and attitude toward use as dependent variable (Y):
Ŷ = 1.785

+ 0.632X

t = 8.284

12.428

P = .000

.000

R2 = 0.332

df= 312

Value of R2 i.e.; 0.332 shows that among total variation in attitude 33.2% is explained by perceived ease of
use which is quite good effect of independent variable in dependent variable. The regression coefficient of
perceived ease of use is 0.632, which shows that one unit change in perceived ease of use causes 0.632 units
change in overall attitude toward use of online mode of teaching learning activities. So, it can be concluded
that, perceived ease of use is a good predictor of attitude with significant impact.
The p-value of ANOVA table is 0.000 which is less than 0.01 that means the model is statistically
significant at 1% level of significance. It clarifies that, there is significant relationship between perceived ease
of use and attitude. Here, p-value is less than alpha value so, alternative hypothesis is accepted i.e.; there is
significant relationship between perceived ease of use and attitude toward use of online mode on learning
activities by students.
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Conclusion
Year 2019/20 became the supreme year for the e-practices on educational sector. All physical classes
were turned into digital classes during lockdown period of COVID situation. In the recent time period elearning practices become rapid and significant part of the education delivery system (Pituch & Lee, 2006).
This paper critically raised the issue of perception of students toward online teaching learning activities on the
basis of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Without positive perception and readiness of students
for online learning, it is meaningless to continue it. That’s why, this paper clarified the real situation for
practicing e-learning and tested the attitude of students toward online learning paradigm. To test the
perception and attitude of the students, researcher observed the technology friendliness with the basis of eight
skill-based sector related to IT. Further, correlation and regression analysis held in between perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use and attitude toward use. The result showed that, there is strong association
between variables. The statistical value clearly defined the significant role on attitude toward use by perceived
usefulness and ease of use. It can be said that, students of higher levels (bachelor and master) are well
equipped, skilled and also perceive usefulness of online learning practices. On the basis of my research, I
would like to suggest that the concern people need to adopt e-practices in teaching learning activities on various
forms such as web-assisted course, web enhanced course, blended online course and hybrid online course.
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Abstract
The rapid urbanization of the Kathmandu valley is now posing a serious threat to the quality of the living
environment of the valley and creating a multitude of problems of unplanned urban sprawl, illegal squatting and
slum formation, and rapid deterioration in both quality and quantity of the multiple services. Overcrowding,
congestion and rapidly increasing pollution of the valley’s river system, increasing air pollution due to vehicle
emission of noxious gases, and streets littered with garbage and other solid waste represent some of the major
environmental issues and problems brought by the rapid urbanization of the cities of Kathmandu valley.
Kathmandu valley is the main settlement of the Newar community since the ancient period. The population of
Newars stands in the third position in the valley after Brahmins and Chhetris. (CBS, 2001; Subedi, 2010;
Bennett, 2006). Pode is one of the lower sub-caste groups within the Newar caste. They were urban communities,
typically housed of traditional occupational groups and also slums or squatter settlements. Their living sites are
often illegal and dangerous. Forcible eviction, floods and landslides, and chemical pollution are constant threats.
Thus, urban growth and environmental degradation have inversely affected the livelihood sweeping
occupational groups in Kathmandu valley. In this context, the objective of this paper is to explain the sweeping
occupational situation of urban communities (Podes) in urban areas. This paper only attempted selected urban
areas i.e. Kathmandu Metropolitan City (KMC), Lalitpur sub-metropolitan city, and Bhaktapur Metropolitan
City (BMC) of Kathmandu valley. Primary and secondary methods were used to explore this paper. Primary
data were collected in 2012 from municipalities.
Keywords: Sweeping, Occupation, Environment, Sanitation, Newar community, Urban
Introduction
Urbanization is an essential component of development and the environmental realm also does not exist
separate from development in all places. Environment and development are means not end in themselves. The
interrelationship between urbanization and the environment are two sides of the same coin for the sustained of
people’s livelihood. The relationship is complicated by a country’s level of technology, consumption level, the
existing institutions (political, economic, social) most of which change over time and space.
In Nepal, the level of urbanization is increasing both in terms of urban place and the size of the population
living in urban areas. As noted earlier data on an urban population in Nepal is available only since the 1952-54
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Census. The urbanization process in Nepal is reflective of the centralized character of the Nepalese state.
Systematic bias in the development attention of the state has contributed to the unbalanced levels of urbanization
and development is quite strong and established in Nepal as elsewhere…urbanization is the future of Nepal’s
development (Sharma, 2005). The growth of urbanization processes operating in Nepal particularly in the cities
of Kathmandu valley. It brought to changes of livelihoods of people within the cities; (Ranjitkar, 2000; 62).
According to Hoskin (1974) "the towns of Kathmandu valley built by the Newars are among the most beautiful
indigenous settlements in the world". The new urban development has become alien to the old city structure and
rapid urban development has caused a great impact on physical and social traditional structures. It has caused a
great impact on the change in way of life, standard of living, social and economic condition and even the people’s
perception, and urban structure transformed gradually. Many scholars (Ranjitkar, 2000; Ragmi, 1965; Malla,
1978; Karan, 1997) stated that "the Kathmandu city has become the commercial town in the 10th century then
as the capital city in the 11th century".
Nepali (1965) has mentioned in his research that the structure of hereditary occupations of Newar
community is rapidly undergoing change from growth of urbanization in Nepal. Such a change does not lie as
much in the abandonment of one type of hereditary occupation in favor of another as in acquiring a new type of
secular occupation under the changing political and social set-up. The legal privileges dominating one social
group by another are no more available and with abolition of the state recognition of caste-hierarchy there is
absolute occupational mobility, except among the priest and untouchables.
Objectives and Methodology
Objective of this paper is to explain the sweeping occupational situation of urban community (Podes) in
urban areas. This paper only attempted selected urban areas i.e. Kathmandu Metropolitan City (KMC), Lalitpur
sub-metropolitan city and Bhaktapur Metroplitan City (BMC) of Kathmandu valley. Primary and secondary
methods were used to explore of this paper. Primary data were collected at 2012 from municipalities.
Secondary sources have been used of this study. Related books, journals articles, scholar’s views were review
the literature used as secondary sources. In order to have authentic information had been obtained from directed
field observation. Methodology was used as qualitative analysis of this paper. There are some limitations of this
study, this paper attentive on sweeping occupation within urban cities in Kathmandu valley.
Structure of Newar Community
In the Newar society, there are various caste and sub-caste groups, which are classified in hierarchical social
structure of the Newar society. The settlement areas are also determined from the nature of the occupation and
their social hierarchical status. Therefore, high level social status groups occupied the central city areas for their
settlement and involved to high level of occupation for their livelihood. Lower social status and unclean Newar
caste groups are living outside and around the city separately with the lower level occupations. Therefore, their
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livelihood is socially, economically, politically, and environmentally poor and in the lowest form. Cultural
norms, values, and practices prevailing in Newar society were adopted earlier time. Many researchers argued
that sweeping occupation were principal occupations of Pode community in Kathmandu valley (Suwal, 2006;
2010; Chhetri, 2007, Pettric, 2004). The term Pore is derived from the hereditary calling of public execution. In
the recent decades have started using new honorific surnames I e. Jalari is used to refer those living in Pokhara.
In general, they (Podes) have had limited access to agricultural land. They are socially and economically
marginal people within a strictly hierarchical Nepali society.
Environment and Sanitation Situation in Urban cities of Kathmandu Valley
Kathmandu Metropolitan City (KMC) must provide attention due to being the capital having dense
population and important urban city for various other reasons. The Problems of waste collection and
management have been published in the newspapers and magazines having directed experiences and complain
of local community. In order to have sanitation and waste collection, required working staffs have been allotted
from each ward office. Majority of the staffs for sanitation have been found the ‘Pode’ caste, the traditionally
recognized community in this field which is provided by the sanitation.
Sanitation of KMC 719 (80.15 percent) staffs out of 897 have belonged to the ‘Pode community for
sanitation as per the statistics of KMC in 2012 (Official records of KMC, 2012). Among them 69.00 percent of
‘Pode’ women have been involved in this sector resulting majority of female participation. According to
environment and sanitation department of KMC 1260 staffs are working in different field such as administrative
and technical staffs and sweepers have been working as to maintain environmental hygiene and sanitation under
the environment of KMC. Among the 1260 working staffs, there are 66 heavy vehicle drivers, 84 light vehicle
drivers, 17 mechanical helpers and 38 heavy-vehicle helpers as regular staffs.
Accordingly 209 sweepers and office-assistants have been allotted in various government offices from the
Environment and Sanitation Department and 707 sweepers and office assistant have been working in 35 wards
of KMC. The optimum numbers of sweepers are 35 in 34 of ward and there are less than only 6 sweepers in
13 and 24 wards each of KMC.
The Environment and Sanitation Department of KMC have been provided different groups of regular staffs
in the four important city areas of KMC from the religious, cultural and tourist point of view. For the sanitation
and security of Basantapur area, 12 sweepers and office assistants including one supervisor and one Incharge
have been working. Accordingly, for the sanitation and security of Ratnapark-Ranipokhari, there are five
security guards and eight sweepers and office assistants as regular staffs and for the management of Balaju Park
there are ten office assistants, nine security guards, three plumbers, two electricians, seven sweepers, one
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lifeguard including one section officer as regular staffs. Accordingly, for Sankha Park unit, there are two security
guards, three garderners, one office assistant including one head assistant.
Caste /Ethnicity involvement in sweeping occupation
In the changing situation at present time, various caste/ethnicity are involving in sweeping occupation.
According the environment and sanitation division of KMC (2012) official records shows that the ratio of the
regular staffs working as 45% of women of Pode caste community have been there where as there are 29% of
men of Pode working there. But the official statistical record of KMC shows those males have been primarily
working in majority in other caste in comparison. It shows that 7% of Nepali/Biswokarma, 6% of
Brahmin/Chhetri, and 6% of other Newar community have been involved in this sector. Accordingly, 2% of
Magar, 2% of Tamang/Lama in average have been working in other caste.
Similarly, ward-wise data shows in 35 wards of KMC, staffs working under the environment and sanitation
division of KMC, involvement of Pode male and female is in greater majority i.e. 33% and 45% respectively.
They have 78% (554/707) of representation in 35 wards where as other Newars have only 4% of representation.
Similarly the representation ratio of others is 7% Nepali/Bishwokarma, 5% Brahman/Chhetri, 2% of Magar and
Tamang each. Male have been in majority working staff in other caste where as female have been in majority
in Pode caste.
In analyzing the data of working staff of various government office as environment and sanitation on Pode
caste have been in prime majority of 63%(132/209) having 17% and 45% male and female respectively.
Similarly, in other government offices, 9% of Nepali/Bishworkarma and Brahman /Chhetri each and 13% from
other Newari community have been working and 2% of Magar and Tamang/Lama each have been working. In
order to supervise all the working staff of 35 wards related to the environment and sanitation, the division has
appointed 9 Jachaki, 12 supervisor and 25 Naike.
Lalitpur Sub-metropolitan (LSM) is important urban city of Kathmandu valley. It has 22 wards. Under this
sub-metropolitan city have been established environment and sanitation division. According to this official
record (LMC, Office record; 2012) there are 54 regular environment and sweeping workers and five Naike for
supervision for them. There are 21 vehicle drivers have been working for waste-collection in Lalitpur submetropolitan city. Among the 21 vehicle driver, there are 47.0% Kishan group and 29.0% are Pode’s have been
involved. But 90.0% of sweeping working staffs are Pode Sub-metropolitan city.
Among the cities of Kathmandu valley, Bhaktapur is recognized as a historical and legendary city area,
considering its historical and cultural importance. Bhaktapur Municipality City (BMC) and the community of
the city have been active as to protect and promote the environment of city keeping it sanitized at present
situation. Bhaktapur municipality has formulated Bhaktapur environment and welfare division to keep its
environment clean and hygienic. Under this division, there is sanitation sub-division where there are 200 staffs
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working for clean environment and sanitation management in 17 wards of this municipalities. Staffs have been
divided and allotted the task into groups in accordingly wards of Bhaktapur municipality. Pode’s are majority
groups involving in sweeping occupation under these working staffs. At changing present context Kishan group
(agriculture as a traditional occupation) have been involving in sweeping occupation.
Conclusion
The quality of urban environment has declined markedly in recent years in Kathmandu valley. Urban
environment means physical space within urban setting by manmade features such as the physical infrastructure
and natural features such as land, air, river and other water bodies. It includes part of the larger space from which
natural resources are drawn into the urban to meet its human requirement. The quality of physical space is
determined by the quality of its natural resources which together affect positively or negatively the inherent
quality of the natural endowment. Although, urban environment system is dynamic, constantly changing in
response to pressure from human activities, in turn have to respond to social, political and economic change.
Pode’s are discriminatory as well as beneficiary communities in the society. The nature of occupation is
related to service providers. These are traditionally occupational communities from the previous time. But their
residential location is not far from the city center as well as high status social groups in the society. In recent
decades some other lower status and high status caste/communities also participated on the sweeping occupation
whereas Pode’s are majority groups on sweeping occupation in Kathmandu valley.
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lrGtf gf6sdf /;ljwfg
clht vgfn
g]kfnL ljefu
lzIf0f ;xfos
a'6jn ax'd'vL SofDk;
n]v;f/
k|:t't n]vdf afns[i0f ;dåf/f /lrt lrGtf -@)%(, k|yd k6s k|sflzt_ gf6ssf] cWoog ul/Psf] 5 . s[ltsf] cWoog tyf
ljZn]if0fsf lglDt k"jL{o sfJodfGotfdf k|rlnt /;ljwfgnfO{ ;}4flGts cfwf/ agfOPsf] 5 . lrGtf gf6s ;fdflhs ;'wf/sf]
p2]Zn] n]lvPsf] t/ gf6ssf/sf] hLjgsfndf k|sflzt x'g g;s]sf] gf6s xf] . of] gf6s /;ljwfgsf] cWoogsf lglDt
pko'St gf6\o s[lt xf] . cWoogsf qmddf gf6\o ljwf / g]kfnL gf6\oofqfsf] :y"n ;ª\s]t ul/Psf] 5 . g]kfnL gf6\oofqfdf
afns[i0f ;dsf] pkl:ylt / lrGtf gf6ssf] :yfg lgwf{/0f ul/Psf] 5 . o;sf nflu lrGtf gf6s n]vgsf k[i7e"ldsf] k|efj /
gf6\os[ltsf] sYo;Gbe{ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o;;Gbe{df /;l;4fGtsf] ;}4flGts cjwf/0ff / /;sf k|sf/sf] ;ª\lIfKt cWoog
k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . o;qmddf /;sf] :j?k, /;;ª\Vof / /;lgiklQ ;Gbe{sf] kl/ro k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . gf6\o s[ltsf]
cWoogsf qmddf >[ª\uf/, xf:o, s?0f, /f}b|, jL/, eofgs, ljeT;, cb\e"t / zfGt gj/;sf] kl/ro / lrGtf gf6sdf k|o'Qm
/;;fdu|Lsf] vf]hL ul/Psf] 5 . /;;fdu|Lsf] k|of]usf b[li6n] lrGtf gf6s ax'/;o'St ;kmn gf6s xf] eGg] lgisif{
lgsflnPsf] 5 .
aLh zAb M gf6s, /;, lgiklQ, gj/; cflb .
!= ljifo kl/ro

lrGtf afns[i0f ;d-!(%(–@)#*_åf/f lnlvt gf6s xf] . gf6ssf/ ;dn] g]kfnL ;flxTosf sljtf, syf, gf6s,
lgaGw h:tf ljleGg ljwfdf snd rnfP klg pgsf] JolStTj gf6ssf/sf ¿kdf :yflkt 5 . g]kfnL gf6\o n]vgdf
cfw'lgstf k|bfg u/]sf] >]o k|Kt u/]sf ;dn] ;fdflhs, P]ltxfl;s, kf}/fl0fs nufot r]tgfd"ns gf6s;d]t n]v]sf 5g\ .

lrGtf gf6s g]kfnL ;dfhdf h/f uf8]/ a;]sf] cGwljZjf;;Fu ;DalGwt 5 . o; gf6sdf ;dn] ;fdflhs ;d:ofdf s]Gb|Lt
eP/ hgr]tgf km}nfpg] Wo]o /fv]sf] kfOG5 . ;dn] nv]sf cGo gf6sx¿eGbf km/s b[li6sf]0f /fv]/ n]lvPsf] o; gf6sdf
k"jL{o gf6\ol;4fGtdf ljz]if rf;f]sf] ljifo ag]sf] /;tTjsf] k|of]u s] s;/L ul/Psf] 5 eGg] lh1fzfsf] ;dfwgdf of] n]v
s]lGb|t /x]sf] 5 .
g]kfnL gf6ssf] pb\ej / ljsf;sf] Oltxf; w]/} k'/fgf] 5}g . o;;Gbe{df g]kfnL g6\oofqf xf:osbDa -!*%%_
zlStaNne cHof{nåf/f ;+:s[taf6 g]kfnLdf pNyf ul/Psf] cfkm\g} gf6s / ljzfvbQsf] d'b|/fIf;-!*(@ cufj}_] ;+:s[t
gf6snfO{ ejfgLbQ kf08]n] g]kfnL efiffdf cg'jfb u/]sf oL b'a} s[lt g]kfnL gf6ssf k[i7e"ldsf ¿kdf /x]sf 5g\ . df]tL/fd
e6\6åf/f cg'lbt lk|oblz{sf -!*()_ xfn;Dd pknAw klxnf] g]kfnL gf6s dflgG5 eg] afns[i0f ;dn] n]v]sf] d'6'sf] Jofyf !(*^_nfO{ k|yd cfw'lgs g]kfnL gf6s dflgPsf] 5 -zdf{ / >]i7 !$!–!$@_. ;dn] cf/De u/]sf] cfw'lgs g]kfnL gf6\o
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ofqfleofgdf eLdlglw ltjf/L, nIdLk|;fb b]jsf]6f, uf]kfnk|;fb l/dfn, n]vgfy kf}8\ofn uf]ljGbaxfb'/ dNn uf]7fn], ljho
dNn, df]bgfy k|l>t, /d]z ljsn, jf;' zzL, dgaxfb'/ d'lvof, df]xg/fh zdf{, w|'jrGb| uf}td, cz]if dNn, ;?eSt, uf]kfn
k/fh'nL, cljgfz >]i7 nufotsf bh{gf}+ gf6ssf/x?n] g]kfnL gf6ssf] ljsf;df of]ubfg lbPsf 5g\ . g]kfnL gf6ssf]
/rgfljwfg tyf l;h{gfTds sf}zn, k"jL{o tyf kfZrfTo gf6\o l;4fGtsf] ;+of]hg, s[ltut kl/df0f cflbsf] ;d'Rrodf
afns[i0f ;dsf] :yfg pRr dflgG5 . pgn] gf6ssf dfWodaf6 ;fdflhs r]tgf km}nfpgdf klg of]ubfg lbPsf 5g\ . o;
ljifo;Fu ;DalGwt ldlngb, af]S;L / :jf:gLdfG5] nlv;s]kl5 dfq lrGtf gf6s n]lvPsf] kfOG5 . ;fdflhs r]tgf
clea[l4sf p2]Zoaf6 k|]l/t eP/ n]lvPsf] lrGtf gf6s af]S;L / wfdLemfFqmL;Fu ;DalGwt pgsf] klxnf] gf6s xf] .
afns[i0f ;dsf gf6sdf k"jL{o Pjd\ kfZrfTo ;flxTo l;4fGtsf] k|efj kfOG5 . /; k"jL{o sfJozf:qdf ;jf{lws
rrf{sf] ljifo xf] . ;dsf gf6sdf klg /;sf] k|of]u / k|efj kfOG5 . s]zjk|;fb pkfWoosf cg';f/ st} k|sflzt gePsf]
lrGtf gf6snfO{ ;dsf] hGdztfAbLsf cj;/df ;femf k|sfzgdfkm{t 5kfpg a'emfPsf] eGg] pNn]v ePaf6 of] gf6s
@)%(df klxnf] k6s 5flkPsf] a'lemG5 . cGwljZjf; h:tf] ;fdflhs ;d:ofnfO{ ljifo agfP/ n]lvPsf] of] gf6s ;ft
cª\sdf ;+/lrt 5 . sf7df8f}sf] afO;wf/fsf] ;Lldt kl/j]zdf ;Lldt kfqx¿sf] k|of]u u/L n]lvPsf] o; gf6sdf hgr]tgf
km}nfpg] p2]Zo /flvPsf] kfOG5 . o;sf/0f ;dsf gf6sx¿ dWo] lrGtf gf6s ljz]if dxTjsf] 5 . t;y{ /;ljwfgsf b[li6n]
o; gf6ssf] cWoog x'g' cf}lrTok"0f{ x'g] 7x/ u/L of] n]v tof/ ul/Psf] 5 .
@= /;sf] :j?k
…/;Ú zAbn] cg]s cy{ k|bfg ug]{ eP klg ;flxTo;Gbe{df ljlzi6tf kfOG5 . /;sf] ;DaGw o:tf] /d0fLo /
cfXnfbsf/L cg'e"lt;Fu 5, h;n] dfgjx[bodf s'g} g s'g} t/n efj–;+j]bgfnfO{ hufcf];\ . o;sf] cf:jfbg ;+j]bgzLn
x[bon] ub{5 -pkfWofo !*_. /; hf] cf:jflbt x'G5, h;åf/f /;l;St x'G5, h;n] /;do t'NofpF5 / /l;t x'g' jf cf:jflbt
x'g' g} /; xf] eGg] ljljw cy{;Gbe{ pNn]v ePsf] kfOG5 . /;sf] Jo'TklQsf ;DaGwdf klg Ps?ktf geP klg /;n] b|jTj /
cf:jfbgof]Uo ljifolt/ ;ª\s]t u/]sf] 5 -uf}td ^*&–^**_. o;/L /;sf ljleGg cy{ eP klg oxfF sfJoaf6 k|fKt x'g]
cfXnfbsf/L cg'e"lt;Fu ;DalGwt cy{nfO{ lnOG5 . …/;Ú zAbsf] k|of]u pklgifb\sfnb]lv g} x'Fb} cfPsf] eP klg sfJofTds
¿kdf /; zAbsf] k|of]u gf6ssf ;Gbe{df e/t-Ok" k|yd ztfAbL_n] ljifb\ rrf{ u/]sfn] /; l;4fGtsf k|jt{ssf] >]o k|fKt
u/]sf 5g\ . sfJo÷;flxTosf ;Gbe{df /;l;4fGtsf] rrf{ / k|of]usf] ;'bL3{ k/Dk/f /lxcfPsf] kfOG5 .
#= /;;ª\Vof / /;lgiklQ ;Gbe{
/; ;ª\Vofsf ;DaGwdf e/tn] >[ª\uf/, xf:o, s?0f, /f}b|, jL/, eofgs, jLeT; / eofgs u/L cf7 /;sf] pNn]v
u/]sf 5g\ . b08Ln] klg log} cf7 /;sf] rrf{ u/]sf 5g\ . o;kl5 pb\e6n] zfGt,, ?b|6 k|]og\ jf k|]o;\, clegj u'Ktn] nf}No,
ef]hn] pbfQ / p4t, ljZjgfyn] jf;gf, /fdrGb| u'0frGb|n] :g]x, Jo;g, b'Mv, ;'v, xl/rnn] afXo, ;Def]u, ljk|nDj,
efg'bQn] sfk{0o / dfof, ?kuf]:jfdLn] elQm cflb yk /;sf] ;dsIfdf /fv]sf] kfOG5 . wg~ho rflxF gf6sdf b|'lx0fn] pNn]v
u/]sf cf7 /; / sfJodf rflxF pb\e6n] rrf{ u/]sf] zfGt/; ;lxt gf}/;sf] ;DefjgfnfO{ :jLsf5{g . o;/L k"jL{o
sfJozf:qdf cf7b]lv PSsfO; /;sf] pNn]v eP klg pb\e6n] cf}+NofPsf gf} /; g} ;j{dfGo b]lvG5g\ .
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e/tn] /; ljefj, cg'efj / ;~rfl/efjsf] ;+of]uaf6 lgikGg x'g] j:t'sf ¿kdf kl/eflift u/]sf 5g\ . pgn] jflrs,
cflª\us Pjd\ ;flTjs clegoåf/f bz{ssf] x[bodf sfJofy{sf] efjg ug]{ tTTjnfO{ ljefj atfPsf 5g\ eg] cª\uljIf]k tyf
;Tjåf/f ;Dkflbt gfgfy{åf/f lgikGg clegonfO{ cg'efljt ug]{ tTjnfO{ cg'efj / clegosf] qmddf lgj]{bflb efjnfO{ /;–
kl/kfssf] txdf k'/\ofpg] tTjnfO{ ;~rfl/efj dfg]sf 5g\ . pgn] ;+of]uft\ / lgiklQsf] ljz]if JofVof gu/]sf x'gfn]
pQ/jtL{x¿åf/f ul/Psf oL b'O{ zAbsf leGg–leGg JofVofsf] cfwf/df /;sf] kl/efiff u/]sf] kfOG5 -uf}td ^**_. o;/L dt
/fVg]x¿df e6\6nf]Nn6, zª\s's, e6\6gfos / clegj u'Kt d'Vo dflgG5g\ . logLx?n] /;lgiklQsf af/]df lbPsf dt k"jL{o
sfJozf:qdf ;jf{lws rrf{df /x]sf 5g\ . sfJos[ltaf6 /;lgiklQ x'g h'g h'g ;fdu|Lsf aLrdf h]h:tf] ;DaGw /x] klg
/;k|flKtsf ;DaGwdf eg] k"jL{o sfJozf:qLx¿ Psdt g} b]lvG5g\ . o;/L k|flKtsf] ¿kdf cfpg] /;sf k|sf/sf af/]df
Ps¿ktf kfOb}g tfklg gj/;nfO{ ;jf{lws ;dy{g /x]sfn] oxfF z[ª\uf/, xf:o, s?0f, /f}b|, jL/, eofgs, ljeT;, cb\e"t /
zfGt log} gj/;sf kl/rosf ;fydf lrGtf gf6ssf] cWoog ul/Psf] 5 .
$= lrGtf gf6sdf /;;fdu|L
$=! >[ª\uf//;
>[ª\uf/ sfdjf;gfnfO{ cª\s'l/t u/fpg] /; dflgG5 . gfos–gflosf cfnDag ljefj, rGb|f]bo, rGbg,
e|d/emª\sf/, /flq, PsfGt k|b]z, pkjg, j;Gtflb Ct', ljnf;sf ;fwg, cfnDjgsf r]i6fljz]if cflb p2Lkg ljefj x'g\ eg]
cg'/fuo'St e[s'6Leª\u, s6fIfkft cflb cg'efj / pu|tf, d/0f, h'u'K;f / cfn:oafx]ssf c? ;a} Jolerfl/efj x'g\ . o;sf]
:yfoLefj /lt xf] . sfldhgsf] x[bodf ;'if'Kt /x]sf] /lt /;fg'e"ltsf] :t/df k'u]sf] cj:yf g} >[ª\uf/ /; xf] . of] /; ;'vk|fo,
lk|oj:t'o'St Pj+ dfNoflb ;]jg ug]{ :qL tyf k'?ifdf cfl>t /; dflgG5 . of] /; ljk|nDe / ;Def]u b'O{ k|sf/sf x'g] dflgG5
. h;df /lt-k|]d_ k'/f 5 t/ cfkm\gf] lk|o jf lk|o;Lsf] nfe eg] ePsf] 5}g t/ k"j{/fu->j0f jf bz{gaf6 k/:k/ k|]d ePsf],
;ª\udeGbf klxnf] cj:yf_, dfg-k|]dsf] cj:yfdf klg lagfsf/0f sf]k / ;kTgLsf] O{iofn] ePsf] sf]kn] ljk/Lt ePsf]
cj:yfsf] k|0fodfg / O{iof{dfg_, k|jf; -sfo{ljz]if zfk cflb lgldQjz gfos–gflosf leGg leGg k|b]zdf /x]sf] cj:yfsf]_ /
s?0f -gfos jf gflosf nf]sfGt/df uO;s] klg km]l/ ;dfudsf] cfzf /lx/x]sf] cj:yfsf] . s?0f /;df km]l/ ;dfud gx'g]
x'gfn] zf]s :yfloefj, s?0fljk|nDadf km]l/ ;dfudsf] cfzf x'gfn] /lt :yfloefj x'g]_ rf/ cj:yf x'G5g\ . ;Def]u >[ª\uf/df
eg] k/:k/ k|]dL gfos gflosf Psq eO{ ljnf;L cj:yfdf x'G5g\, hns[8f, jgljxf/, dw'kfg, /flq;do, rGb|f]bo, j]ife"iff
cflb kf]ifs x'G5g\ .
lrGtf gf6sdf cª\u/;sf ¿kdf >[ª\uf/ k|of]u ePsf] 5 . o; gf6ssf] k7g jf bz{g ubf{ lj/fdL k/]sL pdfsf]
:ofxf/ ;';f/sf qmddf pdfsf] klt lu/Lzn] ;'D;'Dofpg vf]Hg', pdfsf] k"j{ :d[ltdf /x]sf] kz'kltIf]qsf] e|d0f k|;ª\udf
z[ª\ufl/stfsf] pkl:ylt kfOG5 . jL/] emfFqmLn] pdfnfO{ eufpg vf]Hg'df klg z[ª\ufl/stfsf] emNsf] kfOG5 . oBlk oL ;a}
cj:yf >[ª\uf//; kl/kfs geP/ cfef;dfq xf] . To;}n] lrGtf gf6sdf z[ª\u/fef; kfOG5 eGg' Gofof]lrt b]lvG5 .
oxfF /;;fdu|Lsf ¿kdf pdf, lu/Lz, jL/] cfnDag ljefj, kz'kltsf] kl/j]z, sf]7fleq lu/Lz / pdfdfq ePsf] kl/j]z,
pdf / jL/]dfq x'Fbfsf] kl/j]z oL p2Lkg ljefj, lu/Lzn] pdfnfO{ ;'D;'Dofpg vf]Hg', pdf cfgGbsf s'/f ;'gfpg'xf];\ g eGb}
lu/Lzsf] xft ;dfTg'-!)^_, jL/]n] emfFqmLsf] e]ifdf xlNnb} pdfnfO{ cfkm";Fu efUg hf]8 ug'{-**–*(_ h:tf s'/f cg'efjsf
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¿kdf cfPsf 5g\ . pdfsf :d[ltdf cfPsf jghª\unsf] /dfOnf], cfgGb, :jKg, ck:df/, cf}T;'So, zª\sf, dlt h:tf
Jolerfl/efj, lu/Lzdf lrGtf, ts{, zª\sf cflb Jolerfl/efjsf ¿kdf k|s6 ePsf 5g\ . o;/L pdf–lu/Lzsf dfWodaf6
z[ª\uf/ /; / jL/]n] pdfnfO{ eufpg u/]sf] Psf]xf]/f] cfzlStaf6 z[ª\uf/ef; ePsf] 5 .
$=@ xf:o/;
xf:o /;df xf;-xfF;f]_ :yfloefj, ljs[t cfsf/ r]i6f af]nL ePsf] h;nfO{ b]v]/ xf; ePsf] 5 Tof] cfnDag,
cfnDagsf ljs[t cfsf/ r]i6f af]nLx? p2Lkg, g]q;ª\sf]r cflb cg'efj, lgb| cfn:o cjlxTyf cflb Jolerfl/efj x'G5g\ .
kBx¿df xfF;]sf] :ki6 b]vfPsf] x'Fb}g tfklg ljs[t cfsf/ r]i6fx¿ b]vfOPsfn] xfF;f] cleJoSt x'G5-zdf{ !%#_ . xf:o/;sf
af/]df g]kfnL ;flxTo sf]zdf b]jLk|;fb uf}tdn] ljs[t j]ze"iff cg'ko'St jrg tyf xf:of]Tkfbs r]i6f cflbaf6 xf:o/;sf]
plTklQ x'G5 . e/tn] ljs[ltnfO{ g} xf:o/;sf] d"ntTj dfg]sf 5g\ / cfTd:y / k/:y u/L b'O{ efudf o;sf] juL{s/0f u/]sf
5g\ . d'v aª\Uofpg', cfFvf tGsfpg', cg'xf/ v'DRofpg' cflb cg'efj / lgb|f, cfn:o, r~rntf cflb o;sf Jolerfl/efj x'g \
. xf; o;sf] :yfloefj xf] . o; /;n] ;hftLo efjsf] k|tLlt u/fpF5 . xF;fOsf] dfqfsf cfwf/df l:dt, xl;t, ljxl;t,
cjxl;t, ckxl;t / cltxl;t u/L 5 k|sf/df o; /;nfO{ juL{s[t u/]sf] kfOG5 .

lrGtf gf6sdf xfF:o cª\u/;sf] ¿kdf k|of]u ePsf] 5 . gf6ssf] bf];|f] cª\sdf jL/] emfFqmLsf] 3/ cfugdf hDdf
ePsf la/fdL / pgsf ;fydf nfu]/ cfPsf JolStx¿sf aLrdf ePsf ;+jfbdf xf:o /;sf] lgiklQ ePsf] 5 . jfUn], vqL /
uf]/]sf aLrdf ePsf oL ;+jfb pbfx/0fsf] ¿kdf lng ;lsG5– jfUn]–kG5Ldfsf] sfu, dfG5]dfsf] vqL
vqL– df5fdfsf] lxn], afx'gdfsf] jfUn]===, ltdL afx'gx¿ s:tf dfG5] tfg]/ :ju{sf] Bf}tfnfO{ e'OFdf cf]/fNg ;Sg] &@_, To:t} vqL / Ho]7f] aLrsf] ;+jfb– Ho]7f]– oxfF sf] <, vqL– d]/f h]7fg, Ho]7f]– tkfO{+sf] ;DwL <, vqL– h]7fg,

Ho]7f]–

tkfO{+sf] dLt <, vqL– x}g, h]7fg eG5', hxfgsf] bfO, Ho]7f]– P, d t h] 7fG5f} 7fg eg]sf] xf] ls eg]/ kf] t dLt xf] ls eGg]
7fg]sf]===-&#_, To;}u/L

jfUn] – l5M l5M l5M l5M Û s] Jofyf hfFRg'x'G5 tkfO{Fx¿, skm,jft, lkQ, log} g x'g\ <–vf]s] skm, b'v]

jft, kx]FlnP lkQ Û jfUn] k'gM yK5g\– skm cfP y'Sg', aft eP bNg', lkQ eP dNg', olQ g xf] < km]l/ skm eP ttfpg', aft
eP ;]sfpg', lkQ eP lr:ofpg', skmdf l3p, lkQdf gf}gL, log} g x'g\ tkfO{+sf dGq, of] s'/f d}n] hfg] d} j}B, To;n] hfg] To}
j}B-(%–(^_ . vqLn] j}BnfO{ tkfO{+sf] 5f]/fnfO{ df]tLdf]tL v'jfpg';\ d d]/f] 5f]/fnfO{ ds}ds} v'jfpF5', tkfO{+ ;'g / kmnfdsf
8Nnf v'jfpgf];\, d d]/f] 5f]/fnfO{ ;'Gtnf / ao/ v'jfp5', s:sf] 5f]/f km:6fpg]5, clg x]/f}+nf-(^_. plNnlvt jfUn], vqL,
xL/fdfg / lzjfgGbsf ;+jfb / pgLx¿n] u/]sf xfpefp cflbaf6 xf:o/;sf] lgiklQ ePsf] 5 . oxfF xf:o/; cª\u/;sf
¿kdf cfPsf] 5 .
$=# s?0f/;
s?0f/;df zf]s :yfloefj, ljgi6 aGw' j:t'x cfnDag, cfnDagsf] bfxflb cj:yf pl2kg, b}jlgGbf ?g', s/fpg',
n8\g' cflb cg'efj, lgj]{b df]x Unflg cflb Jolerfl/efj x'G5g\ . g]kfnL ;flxTosf]zdf uf}tdn] Oi6gfz / clgi6sf] k|flKtaf6
pTkGg x'g] /; g} s?0f/; xf] eGg] pNn]v u/]sf 5g\ . z|fk, Sn]zdf k/]sf lk|ohgsf] ljof]u, wggfz, aw, aGw, b]z–lgjf{;g,
clUgbfx jf Jo;g, d[To' cflb ljefjaf6 s?0f/; lgikGg x'G5 . ?g', kL/ dfGg', e'OFdf k5fl/g', k|nfk ug'{, 6fpsf] 7f]Sg' cflb
;~rf/L jf Jolerf/L efjsf] ;+of]uaf6 ;fdflhsdf /x]sf] zf]s :yfloefj /;df kl/0ft x'G5 . -uf}td ^(#_ . lrGtf gf6ssf]
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t];|f] cª\sdf /f]O/x]sL pdfnfO{ ;DemfpFb} klt lu/Lz eG5–æslt ?G5\of}< s] x'G5 < sxfF b'V5 < af]n g . d]/f] v"a dfof u5'{
eg]sf] oxL xf] < slt b'v lbg hfg]sL Û s] dg eP/ uPsf] xf]nf Û clnslt klg bof p7\t}g < s:tL ck/flwgL ltdL Û x/] Û
Tolt g/f]Ob]pm g Û ltdLnfO{ yfxf 5 <===ltdL hltrf]l6 ?G5\of} plt rf]l6 d]/f] d'6'df d'ª\u|f]n] xfg]h:tf] x'G5 . otf x]/===-*@_
.Æ oxfF pdf, klt lu/Lz ljefjsf ¿kdf cfPsf 5g\ . pdfsf] lrRofx6k"0f{ /f]bg, lu/Lzsf] 56\kl6 cflb cg'efj /
Jolerfl/efjsf] ;+uf]uaf6 s?0f/;sf] lgiklQ ePsf] 5 .
$=$ /f}b|/;
qmf]w :yfloefj ePsf], /fIf;, bfgj / p4ft dg'iodf cfl>t /; /f}b| /; xf] . :qL hfltsf] lt/:sf/, b]z, s'n, hflt
cflbsf] lgGbf, c;To jrg, 3/sf gf]s/–rfs/sf] pTkL8g, k?if jfSosf] syg, cleb|f]x,dfT;o{ cflbaf6 /f}b| /; pTkGg x'g]
s'/fsf] rrf{ e/tn] u/]sf] pNn]v kfOG5 . zq'åf/f ul/Psf cksf/, dfgeª\u, u'?hgsf] lgGbfnfO{ ljZjgfyn] o; /;sf d'Vo
sf/s dfg]sf 5g\ . zq' / zq'sf r]i6f o; /;sf cfnDagljefj, d'Ssf xfGg', n8\g', cf]7 sFkfpg', y/y/L sfDg', d'v /ftf]
kfg'{, lryf]g'{ cflb cg'efj, cdif{, db\, h8tf, :d[lt, rkntf cflb ;~rfl/efj dflgPsf 5g\ -^($_. logsf] ;+of]uaf6
/f}b|/;sf] lgiklQ x'G5 .
lrGtf gf6sdf /f}b|/;sf] pNn]Vo pknAwtf geP klg /f}b|sf] ;ª\s]t kfOG5 . 5}6f}+ cª\sdf ha lu/Lz pdfnfO{
s;}u/] klg lgsf] x'g] nIf0f gb]lvPkl5 dg'{eGbf ax'nfpg' a]z eg]h:t} pm ?b|dtLnfO{ pdfsf] Joyf lkmtf{ lnOlbg
cg'goljgo u5{ . o;sf nflu cfkm\gf] hfoh]yf ;j{:j u'dfpg tof/ ePsf] eGb} nfrf/L k|:t't ub{5 . k|:t'ltdf gb]lvP
klg Jo~hgfdf /f}b|tf k|s6 ePsf] 5 . lu/Lzsf] cg'goljgonfO{ g/b]j o;/L cYof{pF5g\– d'v{l;t dg t 5 dgg 5}g .
lu/Lz, cfFvf lrDnL dfof u/]/ g/dL xftn] s;}nfO{ d';f/]F eGg] ltdLnfO{ 5, t/ h;sf] cfFvf ltdLn] d';f/\of} p;nfO{ sqf]
j]bgf xf]nf ;Dem Û c1fgsf] dfof wfgh:t} x'G5 . oxfF lbbLnfO{ ljgLt efjn] k|fy{gf u/]F eGg] ltdLnfO{ 5, t/ d"v{ Û ltdLnfO{
kQf] 5}g, Pp6f lg/k/flwgL b]jLnfO{ ltdL /fIf;gL, g/df+;xf/L, 8fOgL, af]S;L eg]/ Joy}{ ufnL / ckdfg ul//x]5}f Û ltdLnfO{
wd{ u/]F eGg] 5, t/ ltdL dxfkfts ul//x]5f} -!!$_. To:t} cgfxsdf ?b|dtLnfO{ af]S;L cf/f]lkt ug'{, jL/]n] emfFqmLsf] ¿k
wf/0f u/L e|dsf] v]tL ug'{, dGqf]Rrf/0fsf] z}nLdf pdfnfO{ efUg pTk|]l/t ug'{ h:tf lqmofsnfk klg /f}b|/; lgiklQdf ;lqmo
ePsf 5g\ .
$=% jL//;
pT;fx :yfloefj ePsf] /; jL//; xf] . e/tsf] egfOcg';f/ c;Ddf]x, cWoj;fo, gLlt, ljgo, an, k/fqmd, zlSt,
k|tfk, k|efj cflb ljefj ePsf] pQd k|s[ltsf] /; jL//; xf] . o; /;sf] cfnDag ljefj zq', p2Lkg ljefj zq'sf r]i6f,
o'4sf ;xfossf] vf]hL cg'efj / w}o{, ult, uj{, ts{ /f]df~r cflb ;~rfl/efj jf Jolerfl/efj dflgG5g\ . leGgleGg
cfnDag / p2Lkg ljefjn] ubf{ jL//;sf bfgjL/, bofjL/, o'4jL/ / wd{jL/ u/L rf/ k|sf/ dflgPsf 5g\ . ;a}sf] :yfloefj
eg] pT;fx g} x'G5 .
lrGtf gf6sdf jL//;sf] klg k|of]u ePsf] 5 . ;ftf}+ tyf clGtd cª\sdf 5qaxfb'/sf] 3/df pdfsf] pkrf/df
vl6/x]sf] jL/] emfFqmL pdfnfO{ cfkm\gf] jzdf kfg{sf lglDt 9\ofª\u|f] 76fpFb} clGtd k|oTg ul//x]sf] a]nf g/b]j ?b|dtLnfO{
;fydf lnP/ cfOk'U5g\ / jL/]nfO{ r'gf}lt lbG5g\–
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===/f]s\ aGb u/, s] ;'lg;\ ===nf}, pdfnfO{ gp7fP/ otfaf6 Ps kfOnf ;/\ Û ===t}Fn] km's]/ lbPsf] cf}ifwL t pdfnfO{
xf]Og t]/f sfG5fnfO{ lbg'k5{, a'lem;\ ===sfG5f sxfF 5, yfxf 5 < pdfnfO{ ;fFrf] s'/f v'nfOg;\ eg] t]/f] sfG5f] a]kQf
ef] . km]l/ kfpFnf eGg] gb]v];\ .===pdfnfO{ p7f Û km]l/ 3d08 gu/\ tF, d klg p7fpg ;S5', t/ t]/f] kfk t}Fn] g} w'g'
hftL 5 .=== h'g a'l4n] jL/]n] oxfF ufpF3/sf ;anfO{ yfª\gfdf ;'tfPsf] 5, pxL a'l4n] pgLx¿nfO{ x'sf{P/
8fF8fsfF8fdf bf}8fpg klg ;S5 . jL/], x]/, d ltd|f] sfG5fnfO{ 8fSg k7fpF5', ltdL c?dfly Bf}tf r9fP/ c;To asfpg xf]Og,
cfkm} ;To aSg yfn .-!@@–@#_
oxfF g/b]j, jL/] cfnDag ljefj, 5qaxfb'/sf] 3/leqsf] jftfj/0f, lbbL ?b|dtLnfO{ af]S;L cf/f]lkt u/]sf] l:ylt cflb p2Lkg
ljefj, cf}+nf 78\ofpg', rsf]{ af]Ng', lgwf/ v'DRofpg', cfFvf 6]9fkfg'{ h:tf cg'efj, g/b]jsf] pT;fxk"0f{ cleJolSt, ts{,
zª\sf cflb Jolerfl/efjsf] ;+of]uaf6 jL//;sf] lgiklQ ePsf] 5 . oxfF jL//; cª\uL/;sf ¿kdf cfPsf] 5 .
$=^ eofgs/;
eofgs /;df eo :yfloefj, eLif0f Jofwflb cfnDag, cfnDagsf 3f]/ r]i6fx? p2Lkg, d'vsf] j0f{ ablng',
ub\ub\:j/, :j]b, /f]df~r, sDk cflb cg'efj, cfj]u, df]x, qf;, b}Go cflb Jolerfl/efj x'G5g\ -l;Ub]n, !%(_. qf;f]Tkfbs
b[Zo b]Vg' jf anjfg\ JolStdfly ck/fw ug'{ cflb sf/0faf6 eofgs/; pTkGg x'G5 -uf}td ^($_. e/tsf] dtcg';f/ ljs[t
Wjlgaf6, k|]t jf lkzfrsf] bz{gaf6, :ofn tyf pb\j]uaf6, z"Go 3/, jgudg, :jaGw'hgsf] aw jf aGbL agfOPsf] >j0faf6
eofgs/; lgikGg x'G5 . eofgs/; :jlgi7 tyf k/lgi7 u/L b'O{ k|sf/df juL{s[t ul/Psf] kfOG5 . o; /;sf] :yfloefj eo
xf] .
jL/] emfFqmLn] lj/fdLsf] gfh's cj:yf b]vfpFb} pdf / pgsf 3/kl/jf/df eo pTkGg u/fpg o;f] eG5– æof] v]nfFrL
ug{ x'g] Joyf xf]Og, d}n] cl:t x]/]sf] eGbf w/} al9;s]5, stf xf] stf Û k/k/ w]/} 6f9f Û w]/} Û Pp6f l;of] d'6'df uf8]sf] 5 Û
tLgj6f sn]hf]df Û b'O{j6f 3';]p6Ldf, ;ftj6f kmf]S;f]df Û Pp6f sf]vfdf Û 8/ dfGg' kb}{g, ToxfF jL/] 5, tL ;a ;'O/fnfO{
jL/]n] y]lu/fv]sf] 5=== gq cfh;Dddf cfdf eGg klg

gkfpg]-*%_ ÛÆ

jL/]n] pdfnfO{ 3/ a;] ;~rf] gx'g], 3/ 5f]8\g' kg]{, nf]Ug];Fu klg a:g gx'g] t/ of] s'/f s;}nfO{ klg eGg gx'g],
eg]df Hofg} hfg], cfkm";Fu efu] lgsf] klg x'g] ;'/lIft klg eOg] eGb} dfgl;s bjfa lb+b} o;/L qf; / eo l;h{gf ul/lbG5–
“;Q] ;Q] u'?n] eg]sf] dfGg} k5{, gqeg] kqm]/ Nofpg]5', cSsf;}df uP klg v'6\6fdf ;dft]/ tfgL NofpFnf, kQfndf efl:;of]
eg] r'N7f] ;dftL NofpFnf . s]NnfO{ nfh dfG5\of}, c? sf]xL klg 5}g, cfkm\gf] u'? dfq} 5, cfkm\gf] u?nfO{ g9fF6, g5n .
cfkm\gf] u'?nfO{ 5Nof] eg] cfkm\g} hLpn] ;s; kfpF5, b'v kfpF5, v';f{gLsf] w'k vfg' k5{ -**_Æ oxfF pdf, jL/] cfnDag
ljefj, pdfsf] ulnt cj:yf, jL/sf] emfFqmL e]if, sf]7fleqsf] PsfGt cj:yf p2Lkg ljefj, jL/] xlNng', a/a/fpFb} dGqsf]
tfndf pdfnfO{ efUg pT;flxt u/fpg', eok"0f{ cleJolSt, xfpefp cflb cg'efj lj:tf/} pdfdf klg sDkg b]vfkg', jL/]
emgemg xlNnb} dGqf]Rrf/0f ug'{ h:tf Jolerfl/efjsf dfWodaf6 eofgs /;sf] lgiklQ ePsf] 5 .
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$=& jLeT;/;
jLeT;/;df h'u'K;f-3[0ff 3Lg_ :yfloefj, b'u{GwL eO{ sL/fx? kg'{ p2Lkg, y'Sg', gfs 5f]Kg' cflb cg'efj, df]x, cfj]u,
Joflw cflb Jolerfl/efj x'g] pNn]v kfOG5 . e/tn] If]feh jf z'4 / på]uL jf cz'4 u/L b'O{ e]b dfg]sf 5g\ . pgsf
cg';f/ /ut cflbaf6 If]feh / lji6fcflbaf6 på]uL /; lgikGg x'g] -uf}td ^($_pNn]v kfOG5 .
jL/]n] af]S;L ljBf cfh{g ubf{sf] j0f{gdf jLeT;/; lgikGg ePsf] kfOG5 . pm o:tf] cleJolSt 5– ===b'O{rf/j6f
Eofu'tf– cyjf cfkm"nfO{ hlt rflxG5 plt df/\of] vfof] . ===l3g dfGg' x'Fb}g, u'?n] h] lbg'x'G5 To} >4fn] vfg'k5{ . >4fh:tf]
7"nf] s] 5 Û===lsg kf]Ng] < cfuf] sxfF kfpg' ToxfF < p;}n] hDd} sfFr} vfg]===,o;/L lrGtf gf6sdf jL/] emfFqmLn] cfkm"n] emfFqmL
ljBf l;Sbfsf] sl7g cj:yf / Eofu'tf, u8\of}nf sfFr} vfgk/]sf] ;Gbe{ atfPkl5 To;/L vfg ;lsG5 eGg] k|Zg ubf{ vqL
eG5– æs] s'/f ;f]w]sf] xf]nf ;lsG5 /] Û Eofs'tf xfQLhqf] eP xftn] p7fpg ufx|f], 9'ª\ufh:tf] eP rkfpg ufx|f], ljif eP
lgNg ufx|f], vfln Eofs'tf eg]/ ;DemFbf g xf] ufx|f], sfFqmf], /fdtf]l/ofF, Eofs'/, ;lnkmf, cª\u'/sf] em'Kkf ;Dem]/ vfP s;f]
g;lsPnf < dg} g xf] -&&_ ÛÆ oxfF Eofu'tf u8\of}nf cflb sfFr} vfg] k|;ª\un] jLeT;/; pTkGg u/]sf] 5 .
$=* cb\e"t/;
cb\e"t/;df lj:do-cfZro{_ :yfloefj, cgf}7f j:t' cfnDag, cfnDagsf] ljz]if u'0f p2Lkg, :j]b, /f]df~r, ;+e|d,
g]qfljsf; cflb cg'efj / ljts{, cfj]u, xif{, cflb Jolerl/efj x'G5g\ . cb\e"t/; cfZro{hgs kbfy{sf] bz{g nf]sf]Q/
36gf jf j:t'sf] bz{g tyf >j0f, O{Zj/Lo zlSt ePsf k|tfkL k'?ifl;tsf] e]63f6, ceLi6 dgf]/ysf] k|flKt, pkjg tyf
dlGb/lt/sf] udg, ;ef, ljdfg, dfof, OGb|hfn cflbsf] bz{gsf] ;Defjgfaf6 lgikGg x'g] e/tn] gf6\ozf:qdf pNn]v u/]sf
5g\ . pgn] lbJo / cfgGbh u/L b'O{ k|sf/df af8]sf 5g\ .
o; gf6sdf cb\e"t/; lgikGg x'g] k|;ª\u bf];|f] cª\sdf jL/]n] cfkm"n] emfFqmL ljBf k|fKt ubf{sf] ;Gbe{sf] a0f{g ubf{
cb\e"t/; lgikGg ePsf] 5–
=== af6f] t lxpFn] 9fs]sf], ;f/} cK7\of/f] 5, kx/fdf 5]kf/f]h:t} 3;|L3;|L hfg'k5{, Pp6f xftn] lvl;|Ss wd{ 5f]8\of]
ls a;, a]kQf .===;Rrf elSt eP ;lsG5 Tof] klg, s]xL 5}g . ===u'kmf s:tf] 5–leqleq hfFbf hfFbf Pp6f 7"nf]
chªsf] – vf]O a}7s eg"F eg] s;/L, t/ vf]O, To:tf] /fd|f] 7fpF t sxfF xf]nf . km]l/ Toltleq pHofnf] stfaf6 cfpF5
. ToxfF xL/fdf]tL h8]sf] 5}g, dfG5]n] agfPsf] a'6\6f klg xf]Og, t/ vf]O s] aofg ug'{, a}s'07 eg]sf] To:t} xf]nf .
u'kmfsf] d'v}df dfl:t/ 9'ª\ufsf] r'Rrf] p7]/ uPsf] af6 /ftlbg tktk ;]t} b"wh:tf] r'lx/xG5, Tof] vfg' t x'Fb}g,
===u'?n] h] lbg'x'G5 To} >4fn] vfg'k5{ . >4fh:tf] 7"nf] s] 5 Û===lsg kf]Ng] < cfuf] sxfF kfpg' ToxfF < p;}n] hDd}
sfFr} vfg] . -&^–&&_
o:tf k|sf/sf j0f{gdf cb\e"t/; lgikGg ePsf] kfOG5 .
$=( zfGt/;
zfGt/;df zd-leqL zflGt_ :yfloefj, lgM;f/ hut\ cyjf lgTo ;To k/dfTdf cfnDag, k'0o :yfg-tLy{ tkf]jg
;T;ª\u_ cflb p2Lkg, /f]df~r cflb cg'efj tyf lgj]{b, xif{, bof cflb Jolerfl/efj x'G5g\ -l;Ub]n !%*_. tTj1fg tyf
j}/fUoaf]wn] ubf{ zfGt/;sf] lgiklQ x'G5 -uf}td ^(%_. JolStsf] /fu tyf å]ifaf6 k"0f{tM lgj[lQljgf zdefj gx'g] / cgflb
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sfnb]lv g} dfgj dgdf /fu tyf å]if JofKt eO/x]sf] x'Fbf Jofjxfl/s ?kdf zdsf] cl:tTj k|dfl0ft x'g ;Sb}g eGg] s]xL
cfrfo{x? 7fGb5g\ . cGo s]xL cfrfo{x? rflxF gf6sdf o; /;sf] clego c;Dej ePsfn] o;n] ;fj{hgLg dfgjLo
efjnfO{ cleJoSt ug{ g;Sg] cfwf/df o;nfO{ :jtGq /; dfGg c:jLsf/ ub{5g\ . clegj u'Ktn] zfGt/;sf lj/f]wLx?sf]
ts{sf] v08g ub}{ o; /;sf] :yfkgf u/]sf x'g\ . pgn] sfnb]lv g} k"jL{o cfrfo{x?n] zfGt /;nfO{ dfg]sf] tYo k|:t't u/]sf
5g\ .
5}6f}+ cª\sdf g/b]jn] lzjfgGbnfO{ eg]sf] of] sygdf zfGt/; Jol~ht ePsf] 5– “===;dflwnfO{ jf
lrQj[lQlg/f]wnfO{ Jojxf/df Nofpg;s] k[YjL :ju{ x'GYof]-!!^_ .” lrGtf gf6sdf zfGt/; dxTTjk"0f{ ?kdf k|of]u ePsf] 5 .
klxnf] cª\ssf] cGTodf efO / a'xf/Lsf] zª\sfaf6 b'lvt ePsL ?b|dtL cfkm\gf] 3/ hfgnfu]kl5 g/b]j / uª\uf kZrftfk ub}{
kfp k/]kl5 ?b|dtLdf eft[k|]d hfu[t eO{ IfdfzLn eP/ a:g tof/ x'Fbf zfGt/; k|s6 ePsf] 5 -&!_. To;}u/L ;ftf} cª\sdf
ha g/b]jn] jL/] emfFqmLnfO{ xfonsfon kf/]kl5 jL/]n] xft hf]8\b} cfkm\gf] ck/fw saf]n u5{– aHo}, d}n] ck/fw} u/]sf] x'F, Ifdf
ug'f]{;\ . clg ?b|dtL elG5g\– dnfO{ s]xL 5}g, pdfnfO{ eg . jL/] pdf;Fu ck/fw saf]n u5{– ===d}n] o:tf] v]nfFrL u/]/ 7"nf]
kfk af]s]F, ===dg} g xf] Û dnfO{ Ifdf ug'{xf]nf Û tkfO{nfO{ s]xL klg ePsf] 5}g,===d}n] tkfO{FnfO{ eufpg klg slQ vf]h]F, s]xL
nfu]g, ca cfkm\gf] kf]Ol;t /fd|f]l;t a:gf];\ .===d'6' alnof] ug'{xf]nf . tkfO{nfO{ s]xL klg ePsf] 5}g, p7\gf];\ Û ca tkfO{sf]
dg d]/f] cwLgdf 5}g .===d}n] cfFvf b]lvgF, s] eof] s] Û kfkLn] tkfO{+sf] vfgf x/\of], lgb|f x/\of], To;}n] tkfO{+ olt lgwf]{
x'g'eof] . lgwf]{nfO{ k5fg{ ;lhnf] x'G5,=== tkfO{+dfly pxfFsf] dfof slt alnof] /x]5, ;kgfdf klg d}n] 7fpFaf6 Pshft x6fpg
;lsgF -!@#–@$_.
g/b]j eG5g\– xf], d/]sf e"t k'vf{sf lglDt zf]sf>' / hGdg] eljio d'v 6Dd u/]/ kl;gf axfpg' w]/} a];–kl;gf g}
;Tof>' xf] -!@%_. 5qaxfb'/ gf6ssf] cGTodf eG5g\– leq kfNgf];\, cfh d]/f] 3/ pHofnf] ef], afbn x6\of]-!@^_ . c;Tosf]
k/fho / ;Tosf] ljho kZrft ;a}sf dg zfGt x'g', 3/ pHofnf] ePsf] dx;'; x'g', jL/]k|lt IfdfzLn b]lvg', jL/] ck/fw
saf]n u/]/ dfgl;s af]emaf6 xn'sf] x'g', ?b|dtL af]S;Lsf] cf/f]kaf6 d'St x'g', g/b]j cfkm\gf] lbbLnfO{ af]S;Lsf] snª\saf6
d'St u/fpg ;kmn x'g'h:tf s'/fn] zfGt/; p2LKt ePsf] 5 . zfGt/; g} o; gf6ssf] cª|uL/;sf ?kdf lgikGg ePsf] 5 .
%= lgisif{
afns[i0f ;dåf/f /lrt lrGtf gf6s ;fdflhs ;d:ofdf cfwfl/t eP/ hgr]tgf km}nfpg] p2]Zo k|]l/t gf6s xf] .
;ft cª\ssf ;ft} b[Zodf ;+/lrt o; gf6ssf] klxnf] cª\sdf af]S;L aft nfu]sL lawjf ?b|dtL efO tyf a'xf/Ln] ;d]t
zª\sf u/]kl5 cfkm\g} 3/df kmls{g nfu]kl5 kZrftfk ub}{ g/b]j / uª\ufn] kfp kbf{ eft[jfT;Noaf6 k|efljt Pjd\ IfdfzLn
x'Fb} a:g tof/ x'Fbf zfGt/; kl/kfs ePsf] 5 . bf];|f] cª\ssf ;'?lt/ vqL, jfUn]sf ;+jfbn] xfF:o/; lgiklQ u/]sf] 5 eg],
jL/]n] emfFqmL ljBf l;Sbfsf] ofqf a0f{g, u'kmf a0f{g, cfxf/ a0f{g cflbdf cb\e"t / ljeT;/;sf] l;h{gf ePsf] 5 . t];|f]
cª\sdf lj/fdL pdfnfO{ emfFqmLsf] e]ife"iff, dGqf]Rrf/0fsf] e|d, af]S;Lsf] eo l;h{gf u/L cfkm";Fu efUg k|]l/t ubf{
eofgs/;sf] kl/kfs ePsf] 5 . rf}yf] cª\sdf afO;wf/f rf}tf/f]df a;]sf lzjfgGb j}BnfO{ xL/fdfg, jfUn], vqLx¿
j}BljBfsf] lgGbf / emfFqmLsf] k|;+zf ub}{/x]sf] cj:yfdf k'u]sf g/b]jn] j}Bx¿sf] sdhf]/L;lxt j}BljBfsf] dxTj, af]S;L /
emfFqmL af/]sf] e|d lr/L ;Tosf] hLtsf lglDt ;a}df pT;fx eb}{ u/]sf] k|;ª\un] jL//;sf] kl/kfssf nflu k[i7e"le tof/
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ePsf] 5 . kfFrf}+ cª\sdf pdfsf] Joyf emgemg al9/x]sf], /f]bg, eo, qf; cflbsf sf/0f s?0f/; kl/kSstflt/ uO/x]sf] 5
. 5}7f}+ cª\sdf uª\ufsf] lj:d[ltn] xf:o/; l;h{gf u/]sf] 5 eg] lu/Lz g/b]jsf] 3/df k'uL ?b|dtL;Fu pdfsf] Joyf lkmtf{
lnOlbg cg'goljgo ug'{, b'nxLsf] lglDt ;j{:j u'dfpg tof/ ePsf] b]lvbf s?0f/; l;h{gf x'g] cj:yf ag]sf] 5 eg]
?b|dtLnfO{ ;fd'Gg]df pkl:yt eP/ af]S;L lkmtf{ lng / Joyf lgsf] u/fOlbg eGbf k|ToIf ¿kdf ckdfg / lgGbfsf] l;sf/
ePsL ?b|dtLsf] sf]0faf6 /f}b|/;sf] cg'ej x'g] cj:yfdf k'u]sf] 5 eg] g/b]j jL/];Fu k|ltjfb ug{ / pdfsf] p4f/ ug{ jL/]sf]
5f]/f]nfO{ cfkm\gf] lgoGq0fdf lnP/ 5qaxfb'/sf] 3/lt/ nfUg'n] eo, cfzª\sf / pT;fxsf] t'd'ntfdf jL/tfsf] pb\af]wg ePsf]
5 . ;ftf}+ cª\sdf pkrf/sf] gfddf pdfnfO{ eufpg] r'gf}tL lbb}+ ;fFrf] s'/f af]Ng / ck/fw :jLsf/ ug{ g/b]jn] kfv'/f
;'ls{Pkl5 cGttM afWo eP/ jL/]n] cfkm\gf ;a} s/t'tx? ;a}sf ;fd' aSb} ?b|dtL, pdf nufot ;a};Fu Ifdf dfUbf jL//;n]
k"0f{tf kfPsf] 5 . ?b|dtL af]S;Lsf] snª\saf6 d'St x'g', 5qaxfb'/sf] 3/af6 lrGtfsf] afbn x6]/ pHofnf] x'g', g/b]j
lbbLnfO{ af]S;Lsf] snª\saf6 d'St u/fpg ;kmn x'g', pdf eod'St x'g', jL/]n] Ifdf kfpg'n] zfGt/; kl/kfs cj:yfdf k'u]sf]
5 . o;/L ;fgf] cfofddf n]lvPsf] of] gf6s gj/;sf] w]/}yf]/} k|of]u u/L cGwljZjf;¿kL lrGtfsf] sfnf] kbf{ Roft]/ r]tgfsf]
pHofnf] km}nfpg] p2]Zodf ;kmn ePsf] 5 .
;Gbe{ ;fdu|L
pkfWofo, s]zjk|;fb ;Dkf= ;dsf tLg gf6s sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg, @)@%( .
pkfWofo, s]zjk|;fb= k"jL{o ;flxTol;4fGt -kfFrf}+ ;+=_sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg, @)^& .
P6d, g]q= ;ª\lIfKt ;flxlTos zAbsf]z sf7df8f}+ M g]kfn k|1fk|lti7fg, @)&$ .
uf}td, b]jLk|;fb= /; g]kfnL ;flxTo sf]z -;Dkf=_ O{Zj/ a/fn / cGo= sf7df8f}+ M g]kfn /fhsLo k|1f k|lti7fg @)%% .;d,
afns[i0f= ;dsf tLg gf6s, -;Dkf=_ s]zjk|;fb pkfWofo, sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg, @)%(.
l;Ub]n, ;f]dgfy zdf{= ;flxTok|bLk= sf7df8f}+ M ljBfyL{ k':ts e08f/ @)%* .
zdf{, df]xg/fh / >]i7, bof/fd=g]kfnL ;flxTosf] ;+lIfKt Oltxf; -rt'y{ ;+=_= sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg @)$(.
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